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t the risk of being accused of—at best—missing the point and—
at worst— having no soul, I must admit that I’ve never liked the
Sam Cooke classic “Wonderful World.” You know the song, it’s
the one that starts, “Don't know much about history. Don't
know much biology. Don't know much about a science book. Don't
know much about the French I took.…” I’ve heard this song all my life,
and I’ve always had the same reaction to it: why would someone brag
about not being knowledgeable (and the corollary: why would someone
think professing ignorance would be a sure-fire way into another’s
heart)?
Clearly, I’m missing the song’s point, but I think my point is clear: one
ought to know much about biology and, for goodness sakes, one really
ought to know what a science book is for.
Fortunately, Berkeley Carroll students know both.
In the Lower School, children learn science through
hands-on projects directed by excellent teachers, in a
well-equipped science classroom. During Middle
School, students are exposed to the life sciences,
physical sciences, and earth science through a succession of year-long courses. Science education culminates in the Upper School’s emphasis on analytical
Jodie Corngold
and experimental research, a demanding curriculum
that enables students to refine the skills of observation, record keeping,
hypothesizing, interpreting, and concluding.
As you’ll read in this issue of the Magazine, Berkeley Carroll students,
teachers, and alumni know quite a bit about biology, and they certainly
know what a science book is for. At the risk of looking like I missed Sam
Cooke’s point altogether, let me say what a wonderful world that is.
Enjoy the issue.
Jodie Corngold
Editor
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(Cover photo) Lower School science teacher Becky Blumenthal coordinates an
Upper School/3rd grade dissection project.
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Author Ishmael Beah visits
Berkeley Carroll on Awareness Day

DEAR FRIENDS,

O

ne of the popular
acronyms in use today,
STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics),
describes a growing movement in the
world of schools. The push for STEM
is seen on the web, is at the center of
conferences, and is written extensively
about in journals. STEM emphasizes
the necessity for all students to be well
versed in all four subjects and stresses
the importance of integrating all four
program areas at all grade levels. Add
STEM to the continuing conversations
about green concerns and climate
change and it all becomes a very
heady mix for those of us working and
studying in schools.
Along with having to master more
information and striving to achieve at
higher and higher levels, the student
of today is increasingly expected to be
more responsible for the environment,
be well versed about energy sources,
and be knowledgeable about the
notion of sustainability. It is a daunting task but, thankfully, it is being
enthusiastically and energetically
embraced by this generation.
We are dedicating this issue of the
magazine to the topic of science in
order to bring home to our community the importance of preparing our
students to address the challenges that
will face them after their education is
completed. Profiles of accomplished
alums from several decades and the
inspiring comments of one our Middle
School teachers are included in this
issue of our magazine.
Berkeley Carroll is often recognized
as a leader in arts education. The
efforts of our students in writing and

the visual arts have been recognized
for years at the national level.
Somewhat of a well-kept secret is the

‘‘

We are dedicating
this issue of the
magazine to the
topic of science in
order to bring home
to our community
the importance of
preparing our
students to address
the challenges that
will face them after
their education is
completed.

’’

Sincerely,
Robert D. Vitalo
Head of School

✜
BOB VITALO

2

strength of our science and math programs. Our Lower School has two gifted science teachers who expose our
students to cutting edge robotics and
engage all grades in an experimentbased program where students “do”
real work. To gain insight into the indepth thinking that goes into planning
our curriculum we encourage you to
visit the web page of our Middle
School science program (www.berkeleycarroll.org/bcsprogram/academi_science.asp) where our newly redesigned
integrated science sequence is
explained. This explanation is a wonderful example of the creative, rich,
and expert thinking that our teachers
employ in creating our course work.
In our Upper School we offer college
level calculus, physics, and chemistry
and we have large numbers of students who take on those challenging
courses each year. It is illustrative of
the interests and values of our students that the Upper School course
that had the stiffest competition in
which to gain admission was
Environmental Biology.
The uniqueness of Berkeley Carroll
is our ability to provide a program of
depth and breadth and still provide
meaningful personal interactions. We
are committed to making sure that our
students are exposed to significant
content in all subjects. As you can see
from the articles and updates in this
magazine our students have strengths
and talents to share that will benefit
our world. Enjoy!

Be r k e l e y Ca rro l l • M A G A Z I N E • F a l l 2 0 0 8

T

he award-winning writer
Ishmael Beah, author of
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a
Boy Soldier, visited Berkeley
Carroll on April 9, 2008. It
was also Awareness Day at the Upper
School, and the day revolved around
a few hours with Mr. Beah together
with workshops organized and led by
students.
Mr. Beah addressed the 8th through
12th graders, speaking about his
experience of being a boy who had
been forced to fight
during Sierra
Leone’s civil war.

He also talked about the resiliency of
the human spirit and the importance of
getting a good education. “Educate
yourself,” he told the students, “then
find our what you can do to help others.” Education is so much more than a
means to an end, he told them. “I cried
when I graduated from college, because
I knew I’d received something that no
one could take away from me.”
After Mr. Beah addressed the students, he spent an hour with

Liz Perry’s 12th grade Reading War
class. “Revenge doesn’t bring satisfaction,” he told them, adding that he wants
nothing more to do with violence.
Earlier during this remarkable day,
the student-led Awareness Day workshops discussed the question, “how can
we use our voice,” asked by the Upper
School Student Council. Student
Council President, Max Hardy ’08,
said, “The goal of the student-led workshops was found in its title: to have
issues discussed in groups organized by
students, designed specifically for
students. If we accomplish this, we
promote student activism by exhibiting
its viability.
“Over one quarter of the Upper
School student body led 45 different
workshops —a remarkable accomplishment. In them, we investigated the
need to recycle, conflicts in Iraq,
genocide in Africa, turmoil in Israel,
health epidemics, and nonexistent child
labor laws. It is important to highlight
that our generation has a unique power
because it commands active participation in altering our world’s future. It’s
our world, after all, and it’s our job to
protect it.”

The Upper School Paper
Wins Scholastic Prize
In the spring of 2008, the Upper School newspaper,
The Blotter, won First Place with Special Merit recognition
from the American Scholastic Press Association in its annual review and
contest (the designation of “first place with special merit” is Scholastic’s
highest level of recognition). The Blotter earned perfect scores in the categories
of content coverage, editing, and creativity. Faculty advisors for The Blotter
are Liz Perry and Will Wilmot; Co-Editors-in-Chief for 2007-2008 were
Robin Riskin ’08, Abigail Hopper ’09, and Rebecca Ballhaus ’09.
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Three teachers
receive teaching
excellence awards

First Interschool
Student Film Festival

It’s not often that the entire school
comes together, but when it does it’s
an opportunity for celebration. And
that’s exactly what happened on May
30, 2008, when the entire school convened at the Old First Church for the
presentation of the 2008 Dexter Earle
and John Reidy Awards.
Upon receiving the John Reidy
Award for Excellence in Teaching, 2nd
grade teacher Maura Finn shared with
the audience that she came from a
family of teachers. If there were tears
in her eye, who could blame her? It’s

On April 24, 2008, Berkeley Carroll hosted its first high school student
film festival, featuring student films submitted by students from all over
New York City. Prior to the juried festival, a panel of professional film
makers, which also judged the student entries, imparted industry insights
that the students might otherwise not have learned until they were well
into their careers. The festival provided that rare opportunity of bridging
the practical with the theoretical.

Maura Finn

Twenty-one student films were chosen for the competition,
representing students from seven schools in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
The winning submissions included Laurel & Hardy: The Forgotten Movie
by Adam Coren ’08 from Berkeley Carroll (for best editing). The winner
of “best film” went to Berkeley Carroll’s Ali Rossiter ’08 for her film The
Importance of Time.

Upper School video and art teacher Charley Friedman moderated the
panel. Arts Director David Egolf said, “Our first evening like this, bringing

Liz Perry

these artists out to share a dialogue with our community and getting
entries from high school students all over the city, was quite an undertaking. We are very excited about the outcome. The caliber of the student
work was exceptional, and the panelists left the crowd— teens and
adults—with a lot to think about. We have definitely tapped into a
really powerful format, and look forward to continuing this as an

quite an honor to receive an award
chosen by one’s peers. “Every day I get
to learn from my students,” she said
by way of thanks.
When Upper School English
Teacher Liz Perry received her Reidy
Award for teaching excellence, she
told the nearly one thousand people
sitting in the pews, “When you work
at a school like Berkeley Carroll, you
get to have it both ways. You don’t
have to choose between scholarship
and community. You get both.” Ever
generous, Liz saluted her colleagues by
saying, “It’s a tremendous gift to love
what you do and to find a place where
can do it with your whole heart.”
The recipient of the 16th annual
Dexter D. Earle Award for Teaching
Excellence was Upper School science
teacher Cindy Molk. “I don’t feel like I
should be rewarded for doing my job,”
Cindy told Bob Vitalo. “It feels awkward.”
Cindy has taught at Berkeley
Carroll since 1988. During a 2006
interview, Cindy said, “I love teaching
at Berkeley Carroll,” she says. “The
connections between people here are
unlike those I’ve seen anywhere else
I’ve taught, and even though I’ve been
here for almost 20 years, the school
motivates me, personally and professionally. I’m very lucky.”
Named in memory of a former
Upper School teacher, the Reidy Awards
for Excellence in Teaching are given
annually to a Carroll Street and Lincoln
Place teacher—whose tenure is between
three and five years—with a proven
track record of talent, commitment, and
enthusiasm. The Dexter Earle Award is
presented annually to a Berkeley Carroll
teacher with over 10 years’ teaching
experience in recognition of excellence
in teaching, dedication, involvement,
passion, and the promotion of an intellectual community.

ETHELFAMILY

Concert

The world-renowned contemporary classical quartet, ETHEL, in the
midst of their Truckstop tour (wherein they “shine a spotlight on the
melting pot of American music through a series of communitybased residencies”), made Berkeley Carroll one of their stops. To
that end, they spent much of February 27, 28, and 29 playing with
and performing for Berkeley Carroll students. On March 8, 2008,
ETHEL returned to Berkeley Carroll for a Family Concert. ETHEL performed with Berkeley Carroll students and staff, capping off the
concert with a family jam session. The music was magical.

annual event.”
Cindy Molk

4
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Latin Students
Recognized for Outstanding
Achievement
performance on the exam.
Each year, Berkeley Carroll Latin students take the National Latin Examination; during the spring of 2008,
over 40 students, ranging from 8th to
12th grade, received awards for their

What was particularly
noteworthy was that in
2008 four Berkeley Carroll
students received The
Maureen O’Donnell
Oxford Classical
Dictionary Award, present(from l to r) Latin teachers Alex Durham and Will Wilmot
ed by the National Latin
presented the Latin prize for superior achievement to graduating
Examination Organization
seniors Jesse Mirotznik and Robin Riskin.
to students who have won
gold medals four years running. That
teacher credited for bringing Latin
year, out of the entire country, only
back to the masses in the 1970s (and
537 students received this honor. The
who, for her efforts, was named
four students were Jesse Mirotznik ’08,
Teacher of the Year in 1983 and
Robin Riskin ’08, Abigail Hopper ’09,
received an honorary degree from
and Deborah Shapiro ’09.
Yale), the O’Donnell award recognizes
Named in honor of a Virginia Latin
outstanding achievement.

Juniors Deborah Shapiro and Abigail Hopper
received the Latin prize for superior achievement.

Lower School

ARCH DAY
told the crowded Athletic Center,
Lower School Director
“As we prepare to enter Middle School,
Ben Chant kicked off the
grades 2-4 Arch Day ceremony by
we are confident that we can do anything.
telling the children, “Maybe two or three My dream is to be a major league baseball playweeks ago you wanted the end of the year
“ .... My dream is to be a major league
to come faster and faster, but now that it’s
baseball
player, or better yet, an agent.” Brandon Woo
here maybe you wish you had another two
or three days.” Following these resonant
er, or better yet, an agent.”
The third 4th grade speaker, Grace Moore,
“In kindergarten, I learned
mentioned that while playing a game with a
the truth about vanilla.” Jessica Pees
friend, she had been given the (theoretical)
words, the first of the 4th grader speakers,
option of going back to the past to fix a mistake
Jessica Pees, addressed the audience. “In
or going to the future to see what was in store.
kindergarten,” she told her peers, “I learned the
“I chose the future,” she told the Arch Day audience. “If I could get a head start on Middle
truth about vanilla.”
School, I would!”
The next 4th grade speaker, Brandon Woo,
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Middle School
Closing
Ceremonies
During the Middle School closing ceremonies on
June 12, 2008, Middle School Director Jim Shapiro
told the students, “I hope that in your calmer and
more thoughtful moments, that you will dedicate
yourselves, each in your unique way, to a pilgrimage
that leads all of us back towards a city on a hill, a
city that shines as brightly as can be.”
The closing ceremonies were highlighted by student speeches. One student from each grade
addressed the audience of parents, teachers, and peers.
Julia Pike, the 5th grade speaker, talked about leaving
Carroll Street after a lifetime there, then coming to
Lincoln Place to be joined by new members of the class.
“The new kids who joined our grade this year,” she said,
“were cool, quirky people.”
The topics of newness and friendship ran through 6th
grader Ethan Schwab and 8th grader Sophia Deverell’s
speeches as well. New to the school in the fall of 2007,
Ethan said, “Giving this talk felt like my official entree to

Eighth graders posing for their parents' photos following the Middle School
Closing Ceremonies.

the school.” Sophia said, “I wouldn’t, for the life of me,
change anything about our grade.” Speaking on behalf of
the 7th grade, August Rosenthal broke up the crowd by
talking about health class with Nurse Nancy. “In health
class, kids have the opportunity to talk about things they
might not want to talk about with their parents,” he said.
“As you can imagine, this hasn’t worked out so well for
me.” (Nurse Nancy happens to be August’s mother)

Commencement
Exercises
On June 6, 2008, Head of School Bob Vitalo told
the 54 members of the Class of 2008, “I’m not
worried about the future, because every day I see
our seniors in action. I know how talented and
visionary you are. I thank you for what you’ve given
to Berkeley Carroll and also for your future work.”
Upper School Director Suzanne Fogarty advised
the graduates to “spread your enthusiasm for learning and living because we need you to be globally
thinking citizens and trustworthy leaders — and
trust comes from living by your own standards, by
your own values, and by your own practice of composing your character.”
The commencement speaker for the 121st
commencement exercises of the Berkeley Carroll School
was the novelist Jonathan Safran Foer, who began by
telling the graduates, their families, and their teachers, “It
occurs to me that the real world will come as a tremendous shock to you—and not the pleasant kind of shock.”

Commencement speaker Jonathan Safran Foer, author of Everything Is
Illuminated and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close.

But he tempered his ironic prelude by sharing with the
graduates his notions of knowledge, ultimately presenting
them with 21 examples of it, including his parting words,
“Live as deliberately as you can, but come to terms with
seasonality” and, finally, “Don’t believe in luck.”
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The year in

S PO R T S
If you were too wrapped up in checking out the latest gossip on Britney
Spears, too busy catching the latest episodes of Grey’s Anatomy, captivated at
just how bad late night comedy show hosts could be without their writers, or
you simply concentrated on the small things in life like school, work, family,
and politics, then you, my friend, missed out on an excellent year for Berkeley
Carroll Athletics. The 2007-20008 Berkeley sports season was certainly one
to remember.
The year kicked off with dazzling play on the soccer field. The varsity boys’
soccer team, led by Coach Joe Wood, did not necessarily have a great season
if success is measured strictly by wins and losses, as they finished with a 4
wins and 10 losses. Fortunately, success can also be measured by things like
the energy and leadership provided by players including Oliver Jacob ’08,
Alex Greenberg ’08, Matthew Fong ’08, and Tim Barz ’08. The boys’ soccer
team displayed a true Lion’s spirit each time they stepped on the field.

BY JASON LEWIS ’08
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The highlight of Berkeley Carroll
Athletics this year was easily the varsity
girls’ soccer team. The ladies’ squad,
led by Coach Colm MacMahon, and
captains Aarian Marshall ’08 and Elena
Levi ’08, finished with a very impressive 13 wins and 4 losses. The crowning moment of the season came when
the girls defeated Staten Island
Academy in the ACIS championship
game, after a nail biting finish that
came down to a shootout. The lady
Lions roared their way to one of the
greatest victories in Berkeley Carroll
history.
While the temperature outside
began to chill, varsity boys’ basketball
and varsity girls’ basketball heated up
the hardwood inside the gym. With
the loss of the seven key players who
graduated in 2007, the 2007-2008
boasted a new, less experienced, but
energetic roster. Led by Coach Bob
DeMerell, captain Jason Lewis ’08,
Daniel Halper ’08, Giancarlo Hirsch
’09 and Phillip Seay ’09, the boys’
team earned a respectable 13-12
record. Despite the team’s lack of
depth, the boys poured every out
ounce of their sweat on the floor each
night, and came just short of making
it to the ACIS championship before
falling to the eventual champion
Dwight in the playoff semifinal game.
The varsity girls’ basketball team
had yet another successful season finishing 14-9 for the year. The team was
led by Coach Walter Paller and very
impressive floor general Zoe Cohen

’08. Despite the fact that the girls
came up short in both the PSAA and
the ACIS playoffs, their efforts should
not go overlooked and it should be
acknowledged that the team is losing a
great player in Zoe Cohen who was
the heart and soul of the team.
The swim team, led by Coach
Roberto Welch, kicked and splashed
its way through the season. While the
swim team finished with only a 1 win,
8 loss season, look for future swim
teams to only get better and better as
our young swimmers move up to the
varsity ranks equipped with the excellent skills that they have developed
from Berkeley Carroll’s ever improving
aquatics program.
The softball team coached, by Joe
Wood, had a solid season with a very
young but talented roster. The team
finished with 7 wins and 6 losses. The
team had two tough losses in the ACIS
and State tournaments, but with a
bevy of young talent bolstering the
team, look for the girls to make some
noise next year.
Varsity boys’ baseball, one of the
strongest teams year in and year out,
had yet another strong showing this season. Without any seniors on the squad,
the team achieved a 13-10 record on the
backs of Philip Seay ’09, Giancarlo
Hirsch ’09, Theo Guest ’09, and James
McDonough ’09. The boys won the
PSAA regular season but were upset in
the playoffs by Lawrence Woodmere.
They eventually went on to lose to Rye
Country Day in the State tournament.
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With a young and gifted
team returning, don’t be surprised if the team wins both
titles next year.
The varsity coed tennis
team had one of the best
seasons in its short existence. The team was led by its two
veterans, Daniel Halper ’08 and
Matthew Fong ’08. The team had a
few strong wins, beating the likes of
longtime rival Packer. Daniel and
Matthew played a huge role in the
success of the team and their presence
will be missed.
Not to be forgotten, varsity girls
and boys volleyball carried out their
seasons during the fall and spring,
respectively. Both teams are anchored
by Coach Vanissa Piselli. The girls finished with 7 wins and 13 losses, but
once again, despite the record, the
girls are still a fairly young team and
should expect more success next year.
The varsity boys were quite an interesting story. They scrambled to even
get enough players to have a team and
they wound up finding six guys to
compete. In an outcome of improbable 300-like proportions, those six
guys wound up taking second place in
the league playoffs after losing only to
an 18-man team which went undefeated for the season. Job well-done guys!
If you managed to survive the
countless number of unbearable puns
and catch phrases scattered throughout the article, then chances are you
have come away from this brutal experience pretty impressed with Berkeley
Carroll Athletics. And, I am certain
that with the support of teachers, parents, alumni, students, and other
members of the Berkeley Carroll family, the 2008-2009 season and seasons
beyond will be extraordinary.
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Film screening,
“Diminished
Capacity”
2nd Annual
College Alum
Reunion/Homecoming
■

June 3, 2008

On June 3, 2008, alumni, parents, and
friends of the Berkeley Carroll community
enjoyed a private screening of Diminished
Capacity, directed by BC parent Terry
Kinney. After the movie, it was particularly
exciting to hear firsthand from the director,
one of the writers, and members of the cast
— including Matthew Broderick. ✜

2

December 19, 2007

BC alumni from the classes of 2003-2007
returned to school for an afternoon of sports
and arts. Girls’ varsity swim and basketball
teams defeated Marymount and boys’ varsity
basketball slammed perennial opponent,
Packer. Art alumni returned for the art
squad’s annual holiday art show with featured
works by Kenan Juska ’95. A trio of jazz
alums played at 181 Lincoln Place.

1

1. (l tor) Enrique Naudon ’07, Matthew Cunningham NG ’07,
Andrew O’Shaughnessy ’07, Emi Wang ’07 bottom, Roberto Welch
2. (l tor) Kenan Juska ’95 with his fiancé speaking with Susan Haber
3. (l tor) Peter LaRosa ’07, Sheryl Comet ’04

Alumni Career Evening
■

■

1

2

3

May 28, 2008

Berkeley Carroll hosted its first career
evening this past May. The theme of the evening
was Entrepreneurship and featured a panel of
successful BC alumni entrepreneurs.
Panelists Deni Davis ’87, David
Schnurman ’95, Amy Moskowitz
Schoenfeld ’66, and Brad Sinrod ’88,
shared their insights and tips about
the paths they took to becoming
successful business owners.

2

1

1. Presenter Amy Moskowitz Schoenfeld ’67 with Adam Halper ’03
2. Mike Singer ’05 with presenter, Deni Davis ’87
3. Presenters David Schnurman ’95 and Brad Sinrod ’88
3

10
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1. (Top l tor) Willa Gross ’04, Kathleen Murphy ’04, Mauricio Albrizzio
2. (Middle l tor) Dalienne Majors, Jim Kent, Brian Ezra ’99, Rachel Lew ’04
3. (Bottom l to r) Scott Brewster ’90 with his wife, Amelie, and Radley Horton ’90
with wife, Danielle Martinelli
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Ayana Johnson ’98
BUILDING A BETTER
FISH TRAP

✜

12

W

hen one hears
“Build a better
mousetrap and the
world will beat a
path to your door,” one might think of
Ralph Waldo Emerson…or not, since
scholars debate whether or not he
actually wrote that profound thought.
What’s not debatable, however, is that
had Emerson been concerned with
fishtraps and aware of Ayana Johnson’s
graduate research, he would have definitely made reference to her.
As a graduate student at the
Scripps Institute of Oceanography specializing in marine conservation ecology, Ayana (Berkeley Carroll class of
1998) is spending four months in
Curaçao, a Caribbean island off the
north coast of Venezuela. Her area of
expertise concerns fisheries management.
Let’s get something out of the way
right from the getgo: everyone wants
to be Ayana Johnson. She’s bright, creative, a joy to speak to, and one of the
few people who actually looks good in
a wetsuit. She also feels passionately
about her work.
“My ultimate goal is to have a positive impact on marine conservation,”
she said. To that end, she majored in
environmental science and public policy at Harvard. After college she went
directly to Washington, DC, to work
in the policy offices of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Authority and experience came with
that tenure, but so did the realization
that to really affect the level of change
that motivated her, she would need a
graduate degree.
If one wants to study the ocean
from dry land, there’s surely no better
place than the Scripps Institute of
Oceanography in La Jolla, California,
home also to UC San Diego. If one
wants to study the ocean while within

its depths, then surely there’s no better
place than off the shores of Curaçao.
Ayana works directly with island’s
local fisheries department and with
local fishermen. Traditionally,
Curaçao’s fishermen use arrowheadshaped fishtraps, an indiscriminant
appliance that catches—and traps—
every fish that swims in, including
juvenile fish too young to eat and
ornamental fish that would never be
destined for the table. Ideally, only
certain fish (like snappers and
groupers) that have grown to maturity

Ayana working on a fish trap in Curaçao.

B Y J O D I E C O R N G O L D
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would be caught in the fishermen’s
traps. Those that were too young or of
the wrong species would not be
trapped. This the idea behind fishing
sustainability.
Further complicating the picture
are the coral reefs surrounding
Curaçao. The reefs are home to something in the neighborhood of a hundred different species of fish, the vast
majority of which are not meant to be
fished. Ayana’s immediate goal, then, is
to work with the local fishery authorities to design a better fishtrap. She is
thrilled that the results of her research

will be immediately incorporated in
the new fishery regulations for the
island. And if the new traps are effective in Curaçao, she hopes they will be
adopted elsewhere, as trap fishing
occurs daily on coral reefs all over the
world.
Coral reefs are in short supply in
Ayana’s native Brooklyn. Raised in Fort
Greene, she came to Berkeley Carroll
in the middle of third grade. Contrary
to what one might think, she was not
known as a science student. “I always
loved science,” said Ayana, “but it was
not my strongest suit. I was much

more inclined toward the humanities,
and ultimately, the strong foundation I
got my English classes helped me
immensely in the sciences.”
Marlene Clary’s Humanities class
was the most influential course Ayana
took during her Upper School years.
“That class has really stayed with me,”
she said. “It helped me in college and
whenever I travel, I draw on what
Marlene taught us. Take her
Humanities class then go to a museum—you’ll see what I mean!”
Berkeley Carroll’s science curriculum was challenging, too, and Ayana’s
teachers—Robert Busch and Cindy
Molk—were, as she says, amazing. For
Ayana, it was a winning combination.
“Humanities contributed dramatically
to my intellectual growth. AP Physics,
on the other hand, was the most difficult class I took in four years of high
school. As a science student at
Harvard—actually, throughout my
career—I’ve been told that my writing
is very clear. For a scientist, that’s a
great compliment!”
Ayana’s background in the humanities has led her to understand that science, especially conservation science,
cannot be separated from people.
“When you manage a fishery, you are
managing the behavior of the people,
not the fish,” she says. Hence, her
research also incorporates an economic assessment of the fishery so that she
can understand the motivations of the
fishermen and the impact that regulatory change will have on them.
This is just the first part of her PhD
research. She hopes that over the next
few years she will be able to help
Curaçao to turn all its fisheries in a
more sustainable direction. ✜

Jocelyn Andrews
Mitchell ’51
ASSESSING THE
“WHAT IFS” OF NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS

A

lot of people go through life focusing on the
“what if.” What if “this” happens? What if
“that”? It’s almost as though they don’t live
in the here and now, living instead in the
theoretical. They try to make calculations
based on “if X happens then Y will
result. If Y happens, then X will occur.”
But life is uncertain, and it contains a
lot of “X’s and Y’s.” For many people,
that may be too much uncertainty: if it
might rain, you bring your umbrella. If
it might not, do you leave it at home?
Do you carry it just in case?
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Jocelyn with fellow speakers
at the NRC’s meeting reviewing
Chernobyl 20 years after.

C O R N G O L D

The coral reefs off the coast of
Curaçao make room for a fish trap.
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What if these calculations, rather
than prognosticating about the weather, focused on the “what if’s” of
nuclear plant disasters, where the
“what if’s” could have potentially catastrophic results? Those “what if’s” can
only be assessed by someone highly
trained in probabilistic risk assessment
at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). Those “what if’s” are asked by
Jocelyn Andrews Mitchell ’51.
If one were to apply Jocelyn’s professional rubric to Jocelyn’s career trajectory, one gets an idea of how this
might work:

Q: If a girl loved biology and
chemistry in high school, what
might happen?

A: There would be a high probability that she’d continue along those
lines in college. Consequence? As a
student at the Berkeley Institute,
Jocelyn loved biology and chemistry.
She went on to major in chemistry at
Connecticut College.

Q: Given a bachelor’s degree
in chemistry, what might
happen?

A: There would be a high probability that she would ultimately earn a
graduate degree in chemistry and/or
become a chemist.

moved to the Washington DC area in
1980 at which time she began her
tenure with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The NRC is solely concerned with regulating the nation’s
104 nuclear power plants, and
Jocelyn’s expertise—what are the consequences of possible actions or
events—helps establish the agency’s
pre-emergency plans.
She has seen the world of nuclear
power grow from its infancy, and she
has grown along with it. No university
confers advanced degrees in the area
of probabilistic risk assessment so, for
Jocelyn, it’s been all on-the-job training. The other lesson she’s had to learn
in the trenches has been how to not
only survive, but to excel in a traditionally male-dominated arena.
The Berkeley Institute, of course,
was all female when Jocelyn was in
high school as was her college alma
mater, the Connecticut College for
Women. When her career catapulted
her into a world run by men—science
in general and nuclear power in specific, at least in the 1950s and 60s—
she suffered both covert and overt discrimination. Despite being told during
those decades that she needed to prepare reports that would be presented
by male colleagues and being passed
up for positions that were only con-
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Nick Hayman ’90
GOING TO
GREAT DEPTHS

‘‘

Growing up in New York City,”
says Nick Hayman who graduated from Berkeley Carroll in 1990,
“one can get rather divorced from

the natural world.” Funny that this Brooklyn
native, who, by his own admission, had no feel
for nature, ended up as a geophysicist. Maybe not
so funny. After all, Nick is a deep guy who goes to
great depths to prove it—literally. His latest
research has taken him to some of the deeper
parts of the Pacific Ocean, in places more than
13,000 feet.
At SUNY Albany, where he received a bachelor
of science degree in geological sciences, Nick
started mapping rocks that formed millions of
years ago. The earth, after all, is composed of
rocks—granted, some of them are molten. The
rocks that make up the earth’s crust are subjected
to forces imposed by the deeper earth below and
gravity above. These rocks—or, more accurately,

Jocelyn with her husband, David
Mitchell, boating on the Chesapeake
Bay during the summer of 1992.
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Yet that’s exactly what did not
happen.
In 1955, following her graduation
from Connecticut College (then
Connecticut College for Women), and
armed with a bachelor’s degree in
chemistry, Jocelyn went to work in the
reactive physics department at the
Bettis Atomic Power Lab in
Pennsylvania. Bettis is now operated
by the United States Department of
Energy; its focus is nuclear-powered
warships and it is one of the oldest
nuclear power facilities in the country.
She worked at Bettis for 25 years.
Jocelyn and her husband David

ferred on men at her agencies, she has
no regrets about her career choice.
“Science is a wonderful career choice
for young women,” she says. “So many
girls grow up being told that math is
hard, but they shouldn’t listen to that.
A career in science provides options
and variability, and it can pay well,
too.”
Jocelyn traces her career choice
back to her years at BI. Her older sister Magdalen Andrews (BI class of
1950) had been a student at
Brooklyn’s Erasmus Hall High School
when their mother was approached by
Ina Clayton Atwood, Berkeley Institute
Headmistress. BI was conferring full
scholarships on worthy students, Miss
Atwood told her. The Andrews household, headed by a single mother, and
often living off the money the girls
made babysitting, never looked back.
Following her graduation in 1951,
Jocelyn received a full scholarship to
Connecticut College. “I really owe
everything to Berkeley,” she says. “I’ve
been very lucky over the years to be in
the right place at the right time, and
it’s been quite a ride.” ✜
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The earth’s
continental
crust is volatile,
no question,
but it’s the
ocean’s crust where
the rubber really
hits the road.”
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Nick explores the ocean floor by hitching a ride
in Alvin, a deep sea submersible vehicle.

In California, everyone knows that earthquakes
are San Andreas's fault.

gigantic tectonic plates formed from
these rocks—shift around in response
to these forces. The shifting can occur
along well documented lines called
faults, of which the San Andreas
might be the best well known. Energy
released by a fault from a very rapid
slip can result in an earthquake such
as the recent devastating earthquake
in China.
In 2003, Nick earned his PhD in
geological sciences from the University
of Washington. The timing was fortuitous—Seattle experienced a 6.8 magnitude earthquake in February of
2001. “Nothing like on the job training,” says Nick. He also trained on the
job in California where, as far as the
plates that cover the surface of the
earth are concerned, east meets west.
The junction of the Pacific Plate (from
the west) and the North American
plate (from the east) is better known
as the aforementioned San Andreas

Fault. Nick is quick to point out that
the west coast hardly has the lock on
geological activity. “We all live on the
same planet,” he says, “and we’re all
subjected to the same forces.” In fact,
the largest historical earthquake in the
continental United States was in
Missouri. Be that as it may, in the U.S.,
the most frequent earthquakes happen
in California, and the Pacific
Northwest potentially faces rarer, but
more devastating, earthquakes.
But all that’s on earth’s dry land. After
college, Nick departed from the classical
geological approach—“geo,” after all, is
Greek for “earth”—and looked to the
oceans. The fact that earthquakes occur
under the ocean is not exactly news, but
the fact of these earthquakes—which
manifest themselves as tsunamis, a phenomenon that’s all too well known—is.
Perhaps the most notorious tsunami
occurred off the shores of Thailand in
December 2004; it is responsible for the

death of somewhere in the neighborhood
of 350,000 people. “The earth’s continental crust is volatile,” says Nick. “No question. But it’s the ocean’s crust where the
rubber really hits the road.” And the
ocean’s crust is where Nick’s research
brought him next.
As any geologist worth his magnesium can tell you, the ocean’s floor is
also subjected to the vicissitudes of
shifting plates, which move across the
earth’s mantle at approximately one
centimeter a year. As they shift, they
create gaps. As volcanic lavas move up
through those gaps and ocean water
passes downward, a chemical
exchange between seawater and rocks
leaves behind many elements, including magnesium, one of the most abundant cations found in seawater. Nick is
interested in how such a fundamental
chemical exchange may be related to
faulting in the ocean crust.
The bottom of the ocean is far
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away and unattainable—at least for
most of us—so how does Nick know
all this? The answer is Alvin, a deepsea submersible vehicle capable of carrying a three-passenger payload to
depths of almost 15,000 feet below
sea level. Thanks to Alvin, Nick has
had the opportunity to make three
trips to the ocean floor.
When he’s not rubbing elbows with
the hydrothermal animals living in the
near darkness of the ocean floor, far
beneath the Galapagos Islands, Nick
lives in Austin, Texas, with his wife
Marianne and their baby daughter
Antonia. He is a member of the
research staff at the Institute for
Geophysics at the University of Texas
at Austin. “I like supervising students
and I really like working in an educational institute,” says Nick. “I’m pretty
lucky: this is one of the few places
that affords me with the opportunity
to do both.” ✜
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Science AT
Berkeley
Carroll FROM
THE PERSPECTIVE
OF A SCIENCE STUDENT

W

hen I was young, I was convinced that I
hated science. Nothing I learned mattered
to me because I couldn’t see how any of it
related to my life. And then I took physics,

and I fell in love. It had never occurred to me to
wonder where sounds come from, why people
don’t fall out of roller coasters, or how eyeglasses
work. During class, my teacher would constantly
be digging through drawers to pull out gadgets to
show us an example of the concept we had just
learned. Physics isn’t a science you have to memorize and take on faith: physics is a science that you
can see is true. Physics was a class that taught me

✜
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‘‘

Whether
I’m reading
nutrition facts
(remembering
Mr. Albrizzio’s
lesson on why trans
fats are worse than
saturated fats)
or driving my car
(knowing exactly
why my friends
all slide to
one side if I take a
turn too quickly),
science is always
at the front of
my mind.
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how the world works, and I finally felt
as though I was learning something
exciting and important. From that
point on, I realized that I loved science; that love for science would only
grow over my four years of high
school at Berkeley Carroll.
The personal attention that students receive in the advanced science
classes at Berkeley Carroll makes for
an incredible educational experience.
In AP Physics I was one of nine students; in AP Chemistry I was one of
six. Though these classes were
undoubtedly two of the most challenging courses I took in my four
years, they were also two of the most
rewarding. My teachers, Mr. Busch for
AP Physics and Mr. Albrizzio for AP
Chemistry, were always available outside the classroom for additional help,
making sure that they were in the
library the periods before a large
assignment was due, supplying us
with bagels and orange juice when we
came in on Saturday mornings and
pizzas for evening sessions. Mr.
Albrizzio would bring us cookies from
faculty meetings to ensure that we
could have a little sugar boost during
an early morning double period. Mr.
Busch even called my home when I
was sick to see how I was feeling and
to tell me not to worry about the
upcoming test. My science teachers
have made an extraordinary effort to
get to know their students and work
closely with them, I am forever grateful for all their time and attention.
My only regrets as to my curricular
choices are that I couldn’t take more
classes in the science department. I
took two years of physics and two
years of chemistry, and though I really
enjoyed those courses, I never took

biology or any of the fun electives
offered to seniors, such as Science and
Ethics or Oceanography.
After my science education at
Berkeley Carroll, I feel very prepared
for science courses in college. I look
forward to exploring other types of
science, and am sure my chemistry
and physics instruction at Berkeley
Carroll will serve as a solid foundation. Though I may not remember
every fact that I learned, I certainly
learned hard work and self-discipline
from my science teachers, which will
surely help me to succeed in college.
Though I’m not certain I will have a
career in science, I have no doubt that
science will continue to affect my daily
life. Whether I’m reading nutrition
facts (remembering Mr. Albrizzio’s lesson on why trans fats are worse than
saturated fats) or driving my car
(knowing exactly why my friends all
slide to one side if I take a turn too
quickly), science is always at the front
of my mind. I’m thankful to the
Berkeley Carroll Science Department
for all that they’ve taught me and for
helping me to discover and foster my
love of science. ✜

Emily Cunningham '08 is now a
freshman at Haverford College
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biology or any of the fun electives
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Though I’m not certain I will have a
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life. Whether I’m reading nutrition
facts (remembering Mr. Albrizzio’s lesson on why trans fats are worse than
saturated fats) or driving my car
(knowing exactly why my friends all
slide to one side if I take a turn too
quickly), science is always at the front
of my mind. I’m thankful to the
Berkeley Carroll Science Department
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helping me to discover and foster my
love of science. ✜

Emily Cunningham '08 is now a
freshman at Haverford College
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Teaching Science
Scien AT
BerkeleyCarroll
WHAT A RIDE!

‘‘

I

’ve cast my mind back to February 1997
where I am working in Afterschool at the
701 Carroll Street campus. Jaclyn Lee ’03,
who was then in Middle School, bursts
in saying, “Vanessa, my science teacher is
pregnant! You have to come right over to Lincoln
Place, and be my teacher!” I was engaged in an
intense game of “Uno” with Peter Damrosch’08,
Jason Lewis ’08, and Daniel Garcia-McGuire ’06.
With my hot “draw four” card in hand I say, “What?
Wait, there is a position open at Lincoln Place?” I
have two choices: play my draw four card—thereby demolishing Peter’s hopes of winning—or

✜
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Vanessa Prescott

stop and listen to this exciting new
prospect. I’ve now been teaching science at Lincoln Place for ten years. I
guess you can guess which one I
chose!
My role at Berkeley Carroll has
evolved a great deal over the years,
and I have grown up with the school.
I started as a junior counselor in the
Children’s Day Camp at the Lower
School, worked in the Afterschool
program in the Lower School during
college, substituted, taught science,
and served as a dean, coach, and advisor. I have worn so many Berkeley
Carroll “hats” that I could publish my
own version of Caps For Sale. The one
constant during this entire time has
been my love for science.
Whether it was distributing mixed
Kool-Aid flavors to friends (dubbing
them ‘elixirs’), always opting to play
“Operation,” being fascinated by the
possibilities of genetic mutations of
my favorite X-Men characters, or setting my sights on being a surgeon
upon entering college, I was always a
science geek at heart.
I have made it a point to share this
ardor with my students, although they
already know that I love science. It is
something that I can’t hide (my

shameless requests for them to bring
back rocks from vacations for me to
add to my United States and international collections may have tipped
them off.) Every year, I always start
my first class telling my students, “I
don’t expect you to love science, but I
want you to leave my classroom at the
end of the year with at least an appreciation for it.”
As a New Yorker, my early school
experiences with science centered
around content in order to take a
Regents exam. Things got progressively better in high school, but at first,
science seemed to be only in a book
instead of what it really is, a subject
you digest through sight (seeing sodium on fire in water), sound (hearing
the remnants of the Big Bang), and
touch (feeling the jagged fracture of a
geode’s core). (And, in the case of my
7th graders building DNA models
using Gummy Bears and Twizzlers,
taste.) That is how you learn science,
you have to physically dive into it. I
feel fortunate to be in an environment
where this type of experience can be a
reality for my students.
As clichéd as this may sound,
learning and teaching science is like
riding a roller coaster. There are
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moments when you’re climbing to the
top of that first drop while you teach
how to balance chemical equations.
Next thing you know, your students
are plummeting down screaming (in
their heads) during the first unit exam,
only to arise unscathed (to their pleasant surprise!). But wait, here comes a
series of twists and turns, shaking the
change out your pockets as you
explain Newton’s Laws, which is followed by their feelings of dizziness
and nausea as they try to implement
the formula F = ma. Before you know
it, the ride is over and you all want to
get on again, because you’re not even
close to finishing the curriculum and
the students are hungry for more
thrills and chills. (When responding to
the question of why people like riding
roller coasters, Robert Moyzis, a biochemist at the University of California,
Irvine, pointed to genes. Moyzis said,
“…the tendency to pursue adventure
and adapt to new challenges…a trait
that was probably helpful when our
ancestors first left Africa and started
exploring the globe….” Isn’t that what
science is all about: adventure? The
science teacher’s desire is to generate
desirable, cognitive, metacognitive,
and affective outcomes in his or her
students.)
Now that I have passed my tenyear mark as a Berkeley Carroll
teacher, it is quite evident in today’s
world how important it is to teach science. My only hope is that my students realize how important it should
be to them. A favorite response from
students, when learning any topic in
school is, “When am I ever going to
use/need this again?” I always confidently tell them that science is one
topic that they will always need and
use for the rest of their lives. The fact
is, they will more likely get into a conversation concerning the crisis in the
atmosphere than a crisis in Hamlet.
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new challenges…
a trait that was
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when our ancestors
first left Africa
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exploring
the globe….”
Isn’t that what
science is all about:
adventure?
VANESSA PRESCOTT
Of course, this is not always clear.
I don’t always expect to evoke some
extreme emotional reaction when a
student conducts mineral tests on a
sample to correctly identify it, but
when I can relate this specimen to
how our natural resources are being
depleted and how their daily activities
may be compromising the situation,
all of a sudden the fire ignites in their
faces and I know they have made the
connection. It is now personal and is
actually meaningful to them. Suddenly
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something seemingly as boring as a
rock becomes vital. It’s all about making sure they realize that science is not
merely for the classroom. It is all
around them.
Having held so many different roles
besides a science teacher has afforded
me the opportunity to stay in tune
with my students during their years at
Berkeley Carroll and beyond. I have
not only seen them in class, but during performances, on the field, telling
personal stories in advising, or just for
a quick tête-à-tête in the hallway
before they (or I) run off to class.
Our department is full of dynamic
educators. Through the years, some
have come and gone, but the energy
stays the same. I felt this energy the
first time I stepped into Room 35 and
saw Robert Busch making science
come alive to a class of 10th graders.
Watching his (seemingly effortless)
ability to make them laugh and learn
at the same time, I knew I was in the
right place.
My colleagues and I all love teaching science and our students take that
memory with them to college. I
beamed with pride when Robert
Madison ’04 told me his love for roller
coasters led to an engineering major,
when Matt Nielsen ’02 said he was
studying forestry, when Shahna-Lee
James ’05 interned at Methodist hospital and declared a bio major, when
Brett Chalfin ’06 told me about attending a summer geology intensive in the
depths of Wyoming, and when Karen
Goldfarb ’04 came back to Berkeley
Carroll as a guest speaker on animal
testing. Those are the moments when I
am proud to be part of the history of
teaching science at Berkeley Carroll. It
is the moment I’m at the top of another drop with my eyes shut tight, arms
flailing, stomach fluttering, and I am
laughing out loud with anticipated
joy; what a ride! ✜

Berkeley Carroll:

MY SCHOOL

Childhood ambition
Probably to be the President of the United States. We had
great role models back then, for instance Ronald Reagan.

Current job
My first job was assistant to a money manager at a small,
boutique investment firm, but my dream was to be the one in
charge. My dream came true about five years ago when I started
my own firm, Brewster Financial Planning.

Run-in with the administration
When I was a peer leader, I told Sue Ely that I thought she
picked on certain students.

High school prank
One of my buddies and I left a smoke bomb on Liz Rosan’s
stoop. Unfortunately, it rolled off the stoop and landed in her
front yard, setting a plant on fire (which our parents made us
pay for). It was thereafter referred to as “the burning bush”
incident.

Most memorable teachers
Marlene Clary and Marvin Pollock. I took Marlene’s Humanities
class, which she also taught with Ed Martin, and learned about
music, art, and literature. I’ve never had a more culturally
expansive class—the fundamentals they taught me in that class
have stayed with me to this day. And Mr. Pollock? Let’s just say
that because of him I went from a person who loved math to a
person who also learned to love history and current events.

Reasons for supporting Berkeley Carroll
This school was very inspirational and nurturing. When I came
here, I had a below-class average, but by the time I graduated, I
felt I could rely on my own personal abilities (in fact, a pleasant
surprise after Berkeley Carroll was how easy things were for me
at Vassar). I’ve kept in touch with a large percentage of my
classmates, and I’m grateful for what Berkeley Carroll gave me.

ScottBrewster ’90
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■ Bettina VanderWoude Garber
’32 now lives in a seaside
retirement community in
Scarborough, Maine and says;
“I regret that I am old enough
to live in assisted living!”
She enjoys the view of the
Atlantic Ocean and has made
many friends there. Bettina is
excited about being a greatgrandmother. Her husband,
Mortimer, passed away in
November 2007 after a long
illness. Bettina said, “He was
just tired, and his participation in some of the hardest
battles of WWII took their
toll on his health.”

twelve graduates of the class of 1958 gathered in New
York City on the weekend of June 20-21, 2008 to celebrate their 50th reunion. A great time was had by all
including spouses and significant others. On Friday,
Georgina Johnson Anderson and her husband Larry
Anderson, Marjorie Schiff Jasper and her husband
Baron Jasper and Frances Blakeslee Cort toured the
Middle and Upper School facilities at 181 Lincoln Place
and were impressed with all the changes since they

1940s8

licity, and I am continuing
with the writing of my novel.”

■ Grace Crane Schworer ’40
lives in an adult community
in New Jersey and enjoys
the activities there. She is a
member of the Arts and
Crafts club and goes to meetings at the center. Grace finds
it all interesting and stimulating.

■ Helene Crane ’44 got in
touch and told us that she
has a great-grandson who is
four years old. Helene has
three sons, Frank, Jimmy
who lives in Knoxville,
Tennessee, and Matthew, a
policeman in Yonkers, New
York. Helene lives near her
oldest son, Frank, in rural
North Carolina near the
South Carolina border and
loves the peace and tranquility of her small town. She
remembers her days at
Berkeley with great fondness.
Miss Musgrave, Helene’s fifth
grade teacher, was her favorite
and remembers Miss Atwood
(Berkeley Institute headmistress for many years) coming to her home to discuss
Berkeley school admission
with her father. Helene’s sister, Virigina Crane Harper, is a
member of the class as well.
Helene tries to stay in touch

■ Lucy Estrin Kavaler ’41, “My
husband, Arthur, takes courses at Columbia University;
my son, Roger, teaches in a
San Francisco high school;
and my daughter, Andrea,
heads the North American
division of a British firm.
The re-release of my book
Mushrooms, Molds and Miracles
is getting a lot of online pub-
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Traveling from California, upstate New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and the NYC metropolitan area,

JANET GHATTAS (center) in Senegal.

■ Elizabeth Catlin Whitehouse
’40, “I hope to have four
more children’s books that
focus on astronomy published soon.”

5O

with her classmates and
would love to hear from them
either by mail or by phone.
■ Jane Bennett Smith ’47, “I am
still ‘trucking’ in New
Hampshire after a ‘loooong’
winter. I would love to hear
from my classmates!”

1950s8
■ Lane Gorham Bolton ’57, “I
made a very tough decision
to leave New York City and
to move back to Connecticut
to spend more time with my
adorable grandchildren, five
of whom live in Connecticut.
I’m glad I made the decision,
but it was, and still is, very
tough to leave New York. I
bought a condo and moved
in February 2008. Since then
I’ve been getting settled and
acclimated to my new way of
life. I’m way up in Clinton,
which is about 30 minutes
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east of New Haven. It’s a nice
quiet area, on the water, with
great people, and I’m looking
forward to the beach which
is so close. I certainly plan to
make regular trips to New
York.” Holly’s note: Lane has
volunteered to be the class rep
for the class of 1957.
■ Linda Siegel Anstendig ’58, “I
enjoyed catching up with 12
of my wonderful, accomplished classmates at our 50th
reunion this past June, hosted at the home of Pat Borak
Hockler. I am currently
Associate Dean of the
Humanities and English professor at Pace University in
New York.”
■ Janet Ghattas ’59, a language
instructor for 25 years, has
trained and led groups overseas since 1978. Her previous experience includes
organizing and leading educational programs to Europe
and Africa and ski and back-
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were at Berkeley (Advanced Placement science!) The
next day the full group gathered for a luncheon in the
Manhattan home of a classmate, and Frances Cort said,
“The talk began at 1:00 in the afternoon and didn’t stop
until 5:30 pm when everyone headed for dinner with
spouses and significant others! Most of us had lost contact with one another after graduation.” Marjorie Jasper,

class rep and one of the principal organizers of the
(From l to r)
Frances Cort,
day, said, “Hopefully the next time we get
Marjorie Jasper, Larry
together more of the class will join us. We
Anderson, Gina Anderson,
Baron Jasper in a middle
had fun talking about the good old days,
school classroom,
and we remembered our two classmates
the
of
formerly part
offices of the
who are no longer with us, Gail Coates and
headmistress.
Linda Davis Cirino.”

packing trips for the Appalachian Mountain Club. She
worked in Senegal as a Peace
Corps volunteer and in 1993
founded Intercultural Dimensions (ID), a nonprofit educational organization that
provides programs of crosscultural awareness through
travel, community service,
workshops, and seminars.

Since then, Janet has organized and co-led educational programs to Burkina Faso
and Senegal. She facilitates
the cross-cultural training
for all the programs, and ID
has been operating its Crossing Cultures Senegal program
once or twice a year since
1994. As a member of WorldBoston, she hosts visiting

dignitaries from different
countries. Her husband, John
T. Hand, is a human rights
and poverty law attorney,
who has co-led ID trips to
Senegal where he was also
a Peace Corps volunteer.
John is interested in economic development issues
in West Africa and has assisted the establishment of a
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computer/internet program
at a school in Senegal. Find
out more at Janet’s website:
www.interculturaldimensions.org.
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three sons, Frank, Jimmy
who lives in Knoxville,
Tennessee, and Matthew, a
policeman in Yonkers, New
York. Helene lives near her
oldest son, Frank, in rural
North Carolina near the
South Carolina border and
loves the peace and tranquility of her small town. She
remembers her days at
Berkeley with great fondness.
Miss Musgrave, Helene’s fifth
grade teacher, was her favorite
and remembers Miss Atwood
(Berkeley Institute headmistress for many years) coming to her home to discuss
Berkeley school admission
with her father. Helene’s sister, Virigina Crane Harper, is a
member of the class as well.
Helene tries to stay in touch

■ Lucy Estrin Kavaler ’41, “My
husband, Arthur, takes courses at Columbia University;
my son, Roger, teaches in a
San Francisco high school;
and my daughter, Andrea,
heads the North American
division of a British firm.
The re-release of my book
Mushrooms, Molds and Miracles
is getting a lot of online pub-
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Traveling from California, upstate New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and the NYC metropolitan area,

JANET GHATTAS (center) in Senegal.

■ Elizabeth Catlin Whitehouse
’40, “I hope to have four
more children’s books that
focus on astronomy published soon.”

5O

with her classmates and
would love to hear from them
either by mail or by phone.
■ Jane Bennett Smith ’47, “I am
still ‘trucking’ in New
Hampshire after a ‘loooong’
winter. I would love to hear
from my classmates!”

1950s8
■ Lane Gorham Bolton ’57, “I
made a very tough decision
to leave New York City and
to move back to Connecticut
to spend more time with my
adorable grandchildren, five
of whom live in Connecticut.
I’m glad I made the decision,
but it was, and still is, very
tough to leave New York. I
bought a condo and moved
in February 2008. Since then
I’ve been getting settled and
acclimated to my new way of
life. I’m way up in Clinton,
which is about 30 minutes
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east of New Haven. It’s a nice
quiet area, on the water, with
great people, and I’m looking
forward to the beach which
is so close. I certainly plan to
make regular trips to New
York.” Holly’s note: Lane has
volunteered to be the class rep
for the class of 1957.
■ Linda Siegel Anstendig ’58, “I
enjoyed catching up with 12
of my wonderful, accomplished classmates at our 50th
reunion this past June, hosted at the home of Pat Borak
Hockler. I am currently
Associate Dean of the
Humanities and English professor at Pace University in
New York.”
■ Janet Ghattas ’59, a language
instructor for 25 years, has
trained and led groups overseas since 1978. Her previous experience includes
organizing and leading educational programs to Europe
and Africa and ski and back-
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were at Berkeley (Advanced Placement science!) The
next day the full group gathered for a luncheon in the
Manhattan home of a classmate, and Frances Cort said,
“The talk began at 1:00 in the afternoon and didn’t stop
until 5:30 pm when everyone headed for dinner with
spouses and significant others! Most of us had lost contact with one another after graduation.” Marjorie Jasper,

class rep and one of the principal organizers of the
(From l to r)
Frances Cort,
day, said, “Hopefully the next time we get
Marjorie Jasper, Larry
together more of the class will join us. We
Anderson, Gina Anderson,
Baron Jasper in a middle
had fun talking about the good old days,
school classroom,
and we remembered our two classmates
the
of
formerly part
offices of the
who are no longer with us, Gail Coates and
headmistress.
Linda Davis Cirino.”

packing trips for the Appalachian Mountain Club. She
worked in Senegal as a Peace
Corps volunteer and in 1993
founded Intercultural Dimensions (ID), a nonprofit educational organization that
provides programs of crosscultural awareness through
travel, community service,
workshops, and seminars.

Since then, Janet has organized and co-led educational programs to Burkina Faso
and Senegal. She facilitates
the cross-cultural training
for all the programs, and ID
has been operating its Crossing Cultures Senegal program
once or twice a year since
1994. As a member of WorldBoston, she hosts visiting

dignitaries from different
countries. Her husband, John
T. Hand, is a human rights
and poverty law attorney,
who has co-led ID trips to
Senegal where he was also
a Peace Corps volunteer.
John is interested in economic development issues
in West Africa and has assisted the establishment of a
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computer/internet program
at a school in Senegal. Find
out more at Janet’s website:
www.interculturaldimensions.org.
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No te f ro m th e e d ito r :
In addition to the magazine, class notes are published on a monthly basis in our
alumni newsletter. On the first of the month during the school year, we email the
newsletter to all alumni whose email addresses are on file in our office. If you
aren’t receiving the newsletter and would like to, please contact Holly Kempner
at hkempner@berkeleycarroll.org with your current email information. You can
also submit class notes online at www.berkeleycarroll.org/alumni/
alumnin_classnotes.asp or by mail to Holly Kempner, Berkeley Carroll School,
808 Union Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215.

1960s8
■ Dorothy Eldredge Sparling ’62
Correction-Dorothy’s correct
phone number is (301) 8844491. Members of the class of
1962 please make note of this!
■ Isabel Slotnick Dresdale ’64
sends this note to her classmates. “Dear Berkeley alums,
I haven’t updated my info in
a long time. My first order of
business is to volunteer to be
the contact for the class of
’64. I don’t think we have one
and with important reunions
in the future I believe we
need someone to help coordinate the process. My joyous news is that I married my
high school sweet heart,
Robert Dresdale, in
November of 2006! We live
in Roslyn, New York where
Bob is a cardiologist and I
work for Ralph Lauren. We
have four children and four
grandchildren between us. I
would love to hear from my
classmates. Please contact the
school for my email. Next
year is our 45th reunion,
and I hope we will be well
represented! I look forward to
responses.”
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■ Leta Farb Pius ’66 has retired
and moved to North Carolina
after a life of long winters in
New Jersey and 35 years
teaching 7th and 8th grades.
Leta stays in touch with classmate, Amy Moskowitz

■ Gloria Smith ’72, “I have
been living in Marblehead,
Massachusetts, for eight years
and love it! I graduated from
the University of Miami in
1976 with a BA in psychology and communications. I
managed a hospital lab in
Miami for a few years then
was a stay at home mom—I
have four kids—until the
youngest went to school. I
have worked as a school special education tutor among
other jobs. Currently, I am
divorced and have a 13-yearold son still at home. I
haven’t been back to New
York for many years, but I
hear Park Slope has changed
for the better. I hope to get
back in touch with my classmates.”

Schoenfeld.

■ Carol Fritz ’67 was honored
in April 2008 by the Women’s
Athletic Association of Cornell
University for being a female
athlete before Title IX. She
went to the Ivy championships in women’s sailing in
1968.
■ As a former editor of The
Blotter, the Upper School
newspaper, Ellyn Baum Laub
’67 was proud to see that the
paper won First Place with
Special Merit recognition from
the American Scholastic Press
Association in its 2008 annual review and contest (the
designation of “first place
with special merit” is
Scholastic’s highest level of
recognition). Ellyn was editor
of The Blotter in 1967.
“Congratulations to the editors and advisors.”

1980s8
■ Jennifer Fox Yaffar ’81, “After
ten years in church administration, I have returned to
marketing. I am currently a
sales assistant at Tri-Media
Marketing. Our company is
involved in promotional
marketing and advertising
specialties. I am building
up my own client base and
am involved in all aspects of
the business. It has been
very rewarding getting back
to full time employment that
uses my background in promotional work. My three
sons are nearly grown:
Christian, 20 years old, is
working full time as an
expediter. Stephen, 17, is a
high school senior, and my
youngest, at 15, is excelling
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in his interests of mathematics, choral music, and track.
I welcome correspondence
from all my classmates!”
■ Jennifer Sherman ’85, “Some
happy news! We had a baby
girl Bridget Taylor in June
2007. I am on a maternity
leave from work and enjoying every precious minute
with her!”
■ Catherine Pegram Blanquet
’86 and her husband, Pascal,
have two children: Julia, three
and a half, and Quentin, 15
months. They live in Paris,
France in the 12th arrondissment near the Bois de
Vincennes, which is one of
the two great parks of the city.
The family likes to spend
their free time at the zoo, the
Parc Floral, or the Chateau de
Vincennes. During the week,
Pascal is busy painting and
Catherine is working at
Starbucks, a job that has
turned out to be great fun.
■ Christine Crockenberg
Edwards ’87, “I have been
the principal court attorney to
a Brooklyn Supreme Court
justice since October 2004. I
returned back to work in
January 2008 after having
my second set of twins:
Nathan and Selah were three
years old in April, and Mayah
and Elijah turned one in
May. Needless to say, my
husband, Bill, and I are quite
busy!”
■ Kristin Juska Mulvaney NG
’87, “I am currently working
part time in the lower school
admissions office at Berkeley
Carroll.”

■ Melissa Guerzon ’89 is living
in Cape Cod and was married
there this past June 2008.

1990s8

■ Jason Hernandez-Rosenblatt
’89 lives in Brooklyn, managing the video archives for
SonyBMG, which Jason says
“mostly amounts to watching
music videos and concerts all
day.” Jason also recently
worked on a documentary
about the neighborhood
impact of the June 2008
opening of Ikea in Red Hook,
Brooklyn. The film screened
around Brooklyn and at various festivals across the country this past summer.
■ On April 2, 2008 Radley Horton ’90 gave a presentation on global warming to the
■ Colm McCormack ’89 works
in the real estate industry in
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
where he has lived since
1996. He married his wife,
Arlene, in 2000. Arlene and
he are thrilled to announce
the birth of their son, Liam,
born on June 7, 2008. He
hopes to hear from his classmates!
■ Denise Kenny Touchet ’89
c o n t i n u e s t o re s i d e i n
Brooklyn with her husband
Wi l l i a m a n d t w o s o n s
Jackson, four, and Hugo, one,
and works part time from
home for the Grey Healthcare
Group.

BC Upper School World Affairs Breakfast Club, hosted each week by history teacher
Lorne Swarthout. Radley, who recently earned his PhD from Columbia University’s

Department of Earth and Environmental Science, spends his days researching models of climate variability, impact, and mitigation. He also does public presentations.
Radley explained to a rapt WABC audience that last summer’s unprecedented arctic
ice melt could mean that the best climate models are underestimating the impact of
global warming. Faculty members, Marlene Clary and Marvin Pollock attended as did
about 20 students.

■ Kieran Juska DiTullio ’91,
“Stephane DiTullio and I got
married on September 29,
2007 at our weekend farmhouse in the Catskills. BC
alums Salima Mathews Millot
’91 and her husband Dave,
Matthew Strozier ’91 and his

■ Marco Gonzalez ’91, “I’m a
Sergeant with the NYPD stationed in the Bronx. As of
April 9, 2008 I have been on
the force for 11 years and
have nine to go before retirement. I’m living north of the
city in Carmel, New York.”

wife Shola who despite being
eight months pregnant was
boogeying on the dance
floor—she got MVP for the
night!—and Dr. Bongsoon
Zubay were all in attendance!
Along with my lovely new
husband, I have been lucky
enough to acquire two wonderful stepsons, Charly and
Benjamin, ages 8 and 10.”
■ Douglas George ’91, “All is
well with me. I am still living in New Jersey and teaching in NYC. The only news
since the last reunion I
attended has been the birth of
my daughter Cassandra Maria
George. From all of the babies
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being produced from the class
of ’91 it seems like we will
need to have our next
reunion at Chuck E Cheese
or The Little Gym!”
■ Katherine Hunter ’91, “I just
had a baby (this seems to be
a trend in our class), Graham,
who was born October 22,
2007. My husband Erik and
I are celebrating our fifth
wedding anniversary, and
we’ve been in Atlanta for
over ten years now. I work for
Georgia CASA, coordinating
events and raising money.
CASA, Court Appointed
Special Advocates, is a network of volunteers that advo-
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■ Dorothy Eldredge Sparling ’62
Correction-Dorothy’s correct
phone number is (301) 8844491. Members of the class of
1962 please make note of this!
■ Isabel Slotnick Dresdale ’64
sends this note to her classmates. “Dear Berkeley alums,
I haven’t updated my info in
a long time. My first order of
business is to volunteer to be
the contact for the class of
’64. I don’t think we have one
and with important reunions
in the future I believe we
need someone to help coordinate the process. My joyous news is that I married my
high school sweet heart,
Robert Dresdale, in
November of 2006! We live
in Roslyn, New York where
Bob is a cardiologist and I
work for Ralph Lauren. We
have four children and four
grandchildren between us. I
would love to hear from my
classmates. Please contact the
school for my email. Next
year is our 45th reunion,
and I hope we will be well
represented! I look forward to
responses.”
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■ Leta Farb Pius ’66 has retired
and moved to North Carolina
after a life of long winters in
New Jersey and 35 years
teaching 7th and 8th grades.
Leta stays in touch with classmate, Amy Moskowitz

■ Gloria Smith ’72, “I have
been living in Marblehead,
Massachusetts, for eight years
and love it! I graduated from
the University of Miami in
1976 with a BA in psychology and communications. I
managed a hospital lab in
Miami for a few years then
was a stay at home mom—I
have four kids—until the
youngest went to school. I
have worked as a school special education tutor among
other jobs. Currently, I am
divorced and have a 13-yearold son still at home. I
haven’t been back to New
York for many years, but I
hear Park Slope has changed
for the better. I hope to get
back in touch with my classmates.”

Schoenfeld.

■ Carol Fritz ’67 was honored
in April 2008 by the Women’s
Athletic Association of Cornell
University for being a female
athlete before Title IX. She
went to the Ivy championships in women’s sailing in
1968.
■ As a former editor of The
Blotter, the Upper School
newspaper, Ellyn Baum Laub
’67 was proud to see that the
paper won First Place with
Special Merit recognition from
the American Scholastic Press
Association in its 2008 annual review and contest (the
designation of “first place
with special merit” is
Scholastic’s highest level of
recognition). Ellyn was editor
of The Blotter in 1967.
“Congratulations to the editors and advisors.”
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■ Jennifer Fox Yaffar ’81, “After
ten years in church administration, I have returned to
marketing. I am currently a
sales assistant at Tri-Media
Marketing. Our company is
involved in promotional
marketing and advertising
specialties. I am building
up my own client base and
am involved in all aspects of
the business. It has been
very rewarding getting back
to full time employment that
uses my background in promotional work. My three
sons are nearly grown:
Christian, 20 years old, is
working full time as an
expediter. Stephen, 17, is a
high school senior, and my
youngest, at 15, is excelling
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in his interests of mathematics, choral music, and track.
I welcome correspondence
from all my classmates!”
■ Jennifer Sherman ’85, “Some
happy news! We had a baby
girl Bridget Taylor in June
2007. I am on a maternity
leave from work and enjoying every precious minute
with her!”
■ Catherine Pegram Blanquet
’86 and her husband, Pascal,
have two children: Julia, three
and a half, and Quentin, 15
months. They live in Paris,
France in the 12th arrondissment near the Bois de
Vincennes, which is one of
the two great parks of the city.
The family likes to spend
their free time at the zoo, the
Parc Floral, or the Chateau de
Vincennes. During the week,
Pascal is busy painting and
Catherine is working at
Starbucks, a job that has
turned out to be great fun.
■ Christine Crockenberg
Edwards ’87, “I have been
the principal court attorney to
a Brooklyn Supreme Court
justice since October 2004. I
returned back to work in
January 2008 after having
my second set of twins:
Nathan and Selah were three
years old in April, and Mayah
and Elijah turned one in
May. Needless to say, my
husband, Bill, and I are quite
busy!”
■ Kristin Juska Mulvaney NG
’87, “I am currently working
part time in the lower school
admissions office at Berkeley
Carroll.”

■ Melissa Guerzon ’89 is living
in Cape Cod and was married
there this past June 2008.
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■ Jason Hernandez-Rosenblatt
’89 lives in Brooklyn, managing the video archives for
SonyBMG, which Jason says
“mostly amounts to watching
music videos and concerts all
day.” Jason also recently
worked on a documentary
about the neighborhood
impact of the June 2008
opening of Ikea in Red Hook,
Brooklyn. The film screened
around Brooklyn and at various festivals across the country this past summer.
■ On April 2, 2008 Radley Horton ’90 gave a presentation on global warming to the
■ Colm McCormack ’89 works
in the real estate industry in
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
where he has lived since
1996. He married his wife,
Arlene, in 2000. Arlene and
he are thrilled to announce
the birth of their son, Liam,
born on June 7, 2008. He
hopes to hear from his classmates!
■ Denise Kenny Touchet ’89
c o n t i n u e s t o re s i d e i n
Brooklyn with her husband
Wi l l i a m a n d t w o s o n s
Jackson, four, and Hugo, one,
and works part time from
home for the Grey Healthcare
Group.

BC Upper School World Affairs Breakfast Club, hosted each week by history teacher
Lorne Swarthout. Radley, who recently earned his PhD from Columbia University’s

Department of Earth and Environmental Science, spends his days researching models of climate variability, impact, and mitigation. He also does public presentations.
Radley explained to a rapt WABC audience that last summer’s unprecedented arctic
ice melt could mean that the best climate models are underestimating the impact of
global warming. Faculty members, Marlene Clary and Marvin Pollock attended as did
about 20 students.

■ Kieran Juska DiTullio ’91,
“Stephane DiTullio and I got
married on September 29,
2007 at our weekend farmhouse in the Catskills. BC
alums Salima Mathews Millot
’91 and her husband Dave,
Matthew Strozier ’91 and his

■ Marco Gonzalez ’91, “I’m a
Sergeant with the NYPD stationed in the Bronx. As of
April 9, 2008 I have been on
the force for 11 years and
have nine to go before retirement. I’m living north of the
city in Carmel, New York.”

wife Shola who despite being
eight months pregnant was
boogeying on the dance
floor—she got MVP for the
night!—and Dr. Bongsoon
Zubay were all in attendance!
Along with my lovely new
husband, I have been lucky
enough to acquire two wonderful stepsons, Charly and
Benjamin, ages 8 and 10.”
■ Douglas George ’91, “All is
well with me. I am still living in New Jersey and teaching in NYC. The only news
since the last reunion I
attended has been the birth of
my daughter Cassandra Maria
George. From all of the babies
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being produced from the class
of ’91 it seems like we will
need to have our next
reunion at Chuck E Cheese
or The Little Gym!”
■ Katherine Hunter ’91, “I just
had a baby (this seems to be
a trend in our class), Graham,
who was born October 22,
2007. My husband Erik and
I are celebrating our fifth
wedding anniversary, and
we’ve been in Atlanta for
over ten years now. I work for
Georgia CASA, coordinating
events and raising money.
CASA, Court Appointed
Special Advocates, is a network of volunteers that advo-
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■ Salima Mathews Millott ’91
(written January 2008), “I
am preggers again myself and
my daughter, Nala is two
and a half. Congratulations to
our classmate, Michelle ‘Micki’
Bailey-Chalme who just had
her fourth baby! Go Micki!!!”

Henry Kenna Coleman Dozier

■ Janine Kenna Dozier ’91, “My husband John and I are
delighted to announce the birth of Henry Kenna Coleman
Dozier on Saturday February 2, 2008—a Groundhog Day
baby! Henry weighed in at 8.3 lbs and is 21.5 inches.

■ Matthew Strozier ’91, “Here’s
our headline: Make Two
Babies! We just had our second boy Rowan Oyelekan
Strozier born November 6,
2008. He’s doing wonderful-

teaches history to 9th and
10th graders. Mr. Corfield
wrote about his visit, “Laura
appears confident and is
clearly enjoying her job. Class
size is typically 27 but with
so many students on individual learning plans, some of
her classes are team-taught

■ Janelle Welch ’92, “We
recently moved back to Park
Slope and are thrilled to
announce the birth of our son
Luca Welch Farkash on
November 19, 2007. Luca
smiles all the time and we
just can’t get enough!”

2000s8

Jack is delighted to be a big brother but still partial to
the name Apricot. Henry can’t wait to meet everyone.”
cate for abused and neglected children in court.”
■ Lisa Miller ’91, “I just moved
in with my boyfriend, and we
live in Jamesburg, New Jersey.
I am still working part-time
as a massage therapist while

also working on my master’s
degree in counseling psychology. I have an amazing
internship where I am working in a high school and also
in an agency with adults and
children. I love it!”

■ Joshua Prinsky ’92 and his wife Julie welcomed Joseph
Michael Prinsky, born October 28, 2007. Joey and Luca,
son of Josh’s classmate Janelle Welch, have play dates with
each other. Josh wants to know, “How do I get Joey on
the waiting list at BC??”
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■ Congratulations to former
Berkeley Carroll English and
history teacher Sarah Shun-lien
Bynum on the publication of her
second novel, Ms. Hempel
Chronicles, p u b l i s h e d i n
September 2008. Exerpts of
the novel appeared in the July
21, 2008, issue of The New
Yorker magazine. Sarah taught
7th and 8th grade English and 7th grade history at
Berkeley Carroll from 1995 to 1998 prior to earning her
MFA at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. Her first novel,
Madeleine Is Sleeping, was a finalist for the National Book
Award in 2004. She now teaches writing and literature
at the University of California, San Diego.

■ Jason Claude ’98 has recently completed his PhD in
materials science and engineering at Penn State. He is
leaning towards continuing in
a post-doctoral program or a
professorship after graduation.
■ Rebecca Grossman-Cohen ’99
is studying for her MBA at
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the Kellogg School of
Management at Northwestern
University and hopes to attain
her degree in 2009.
■ Laura Rubin ’99 came to
visit BC in the spring and
invited Ken Corfield, Upper
School history teacher, to see
the New Design High School
in Manhattan where Laura

■ Karen Keltner ’00, “I have
been incredibly busy traveling around the world, running the Ambassadors of the
Environment education programs for Jean-Michel
Cousteau’s Ocean Futures
Society. Over the past year I
have been in Maui diving
with white reef tip sharks, in

which puts an extra person in
the room. One lad was about
to protest something she
wanted him to do saying
‘This isn’t a dictatorship.’
Laura replied ‘Yes it is!’
though I think she makes it
a benevolent one. She seems
well and happy.”

Greece snorkeling in the
Mediterranean, and over the
summer I visited French
Polynesia, Hawaii, China, and
Brazil. I am currently living in
Santa Barbara, California. Less
than a year ago my mom and
brother followed me and
made the move out here to
paradise. I still enjoy playing

■ Rebecca Jones ’99 had her Broadway debut in the critically acclaimed Passing Strange. Rebecca plays multiple
characters in the show which has received glowing reviews
in the New York Times. Rebecca, who has performed in
numerous other productions and is also working on her
debut album, graduated from the North Carolina School
of the Arts with a B.F.A. in Drama.

beach volleyball, kayaking,
diving, mountain biking, hiking, and rock climbing on my
off time, and always look
forward to staying in touch
with old friends.”

Benjamin and Lauren Weisberg

■ Benjamin Weisberg ’00, “I started at Google a couple of months
out of college, spending two years in San Francisco. I came
back to New York in September of 2006 and have been working at the Google offices in Chelsea since then. I currently work
on their sales team as an account manager, working with political clients. What that actually means is that the presidential
campaigns have been running advertising campaigns with us,
and I’m their main point of contact at Google. I’m living in
Park Slope and just got married to Lauren on August 2, 2008.
Greg Covey, also class of 2000, was the best man.”

■ Patrick Lindie ’01 is a 1st
Lieutenant in the Marines,
just back from a year’s service in Al Anbar Province in
Iraq. Jim Shapiro, Director of
the Middle School, saw
Patrick in the neighborhood
before he went to Camp
Lejeune. Patrick plans on
leaving the military in the
autumn of 2009, life destination undecided. Mr. Shapiro
noted, “It was good to see
him.”
■ Caroline Mayhew ’01, I was
sad to miss the young alumni reception last year, but I
was at my grandmother’s
house listening to her wonderful stories! (Holly’s note:
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■ Christine Smirk ’91 is alive
and well living in NYC with
her husband Tony and teaching in Brooklyn.

ly and getting to know his
older brother Alexander. I’m
doing well working as an
assistant city editor at the
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
newspaper. I’m based in the
Palm Beach County office,
and we live in Ft. Lauderdale.
We miss NYC, but the beach
is a nice consolation.”

C a ro lin e’s g r a n d mo t h er
Elizabeth Caitlin Whitehouse
graduated from Berkeley in
1941.) I stayed in Washington
DC after graduation and
spent two years as a healthcare lobbyist on Capitol Hill.
I am now working in the
development department at
the Georgetown University
Medical Center. I quite like it
but am hoping to look into
business school in the near
future. I’m glad to hear all is
well at Berkeley. One day
soon I’ll really have to come
back and see all of the
improvements I’ve been reading about!”
■ David Singer ’01 is enrolled
in the Yeshiva University
graduate school of psychology.
■ Samuel Nathan ’02 returned
to Berkeley Carroll on April
30, 2008 to speak with stu-
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■ Salima Mathews Millott ’91
(written January 2008), “I
am preggers again myself and
my daughter, Nala is two
and a half. Congratulations to
our classmate, Michelle ‘Micki’
Bailey-Chalme who just had
her fourth baby! Go Micki!!!”

Henry Kenna Coleman Dozier

■ Janine Kenna Dozier ’91, “My husband John and I are
delighted to announce the birth of Henry Kenna Coleman
Dozier on Saturday February 2, 2008—a Groundhog Day
baby! Henry weighed in at 8.3 lbs and is 21.5 inches.

■ Matthew Strozier ’91, “Here’s
our headline: Make Two
Babies! We just had our second boy Rowan Oyelekan
Strozier born November 6,
2008. He’s doing wonderful-

teaches history to 9th and
10th graders. Mr. Corfield
wrote about his visit, “Laura
appears confident and is
clearly enjoying her job. Class
size is typically 27 but with
so many students on individual learning plans, some of
her classes are team-taught

■ Janelle Welch ’92, “We
recently moved back to Park
Slope and are thrilled to
announce the birth of our son
Luca Welch Farkash on
November 19, 2007. Luca
smiles all the time and we
just can’t get enough!”

2000s8

Jack is delighted to be a big brother but still partial to
the name Apricot. Henry can’t wait to meet everyone.”
cate for abused and neglected children in court.”
■ Lisa Miller ’91, “I just moved
in with my boyfriend, and we
live in Jamesburg, New Jersey.
I am still working part-time
as a massage therapist while

also working on my master’s
degree in counseling psychology. I have an amazing
internship where I am working in a high school and also
in an agency with adults and
children. I love it!”

■ Joshua Prinsky ’92 and his wife Julie welcomed Joseph
Michael Prinsky, born October 28, 2007. Joey and Luca,
son of Josh’s classmate Janelle Welch, have play dates with
each other. Josh wants to know, “How do I get Joey on
the waiting list at BC??”
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■ Congratulations to former
Berkeley Carroll English and
history teacher Sarah Shun-lien
Bynum on the publication of her
second novel, Ms. Hempel
Chronicles, p u b l i s h e d i n
September 2008. Exerpts of
the novel appeared in the July
21, 2008, issue of The New
Yorker magazine. Sarah taught
7th and 8th grade English and 7th grade history at
Berkeley Carroll from 1995 to 1998 prior to earning her
MFA at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. Her first novel,
Madeleine Is Sleeping, was a finalist for the National Book
Award in 2004. She now teaches writing and literature
at the University of California, San Diego.

■ Jason Claude ’98 has recently completed his PhD in
materials science and engineering at Penn State. He is
leaning towards continuing in
a post-doctoral program or a
professorship after graduation.
■ Rebecca Grossman-Cohen ’99
is studying for her MBA at
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the Kellogg School of
Management at Northwestern
University and hopes to attain
her degree in 2009.
■ Laura Rubin ’99 came to
visit BC in the spring and
invited Ken Corfield, Upper
School history teacher, to see
the New Design High School
in Manhattan where Laura

■ Karen Keltner ’00, “I have
been incredibly busy traveling around the world, running the Ambassadors of the
Environment education programs for Jean-Michel
Cousteau’s Ocean Futures
Society. Over the past year I
have been in Maui diving
with white reef tip sharks, in

which puts an extra person in
the room. One lad was about
to protest something she
wanted him to do saying
‘This isn’t a dictatorship.’
Laura replied ‘Yes it is!’
though I think she makes it
a benevolent one. She seems
well and happy.”

Greece snorkeling in the
Mediterranean, and over the
summer I visited French
Polynesia, Hawaii, China, and
Brazil. I am currently living in
Santa Barbara, California. Less
than a year ago my mom and
brother followed me and
made the move out here to
paradise. I still enjoy playing

■ Rebecca Jones ’99 had her Broadway debut in the critically acclaimed Passing Strange. Rebecca plays multiple
characters in the show which has received glowing reviews
in the New York Times. Rebecca, who has performed in
numerous other productions and is also working on her
debut album, graduated from the North Carolina School
of the Arts with a B.F.A. in Drama.

beach volleyball, kayaking,
diving, mountain biking, hiking, and rock climbing on my
off time, and always look
forward to staying in touch
with old friends.”

Benjamin and Lauren Weisberg

■ Benjamin Weisberg ’00, “I started at Google a couple of months
out of college, spending two years in San Francisco. I came
back to New York in September of 2006 and have been working at the Google offices in Chelsea since then. I currently work
on their sales team as an account manager, working with political clients. What that actually means is that the presidential
campaigns have been running advertising campaigns with us,
and I’m their main point of contact at Google. I’m living in
Park Slope and just got married to Lauren on August 2, 2008.
Greg Covey, also class of 2000, was the best man.”

■ Patrick Lindie ’01 is a 1st
Lieutenant in the Marines,
just back from a year’s service in Al Anbar Province in
Iraq. Jim Shapiro, Director of
the Middle School, saw
Patrick in the neighborhood
before he went to Camp
Lejeune. Patrick plans on
leaving the military in the
autumn of 2009, life destination undecided. Mr. Shapiro
noted, “It was good to see
him.”
■ Caroline Mayhew ’01, I was
sad to miss the young alumni reception last year, but I
was at my grandmother’s
house listening to her wonderful stories! (Holly’s note:
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■ Christine Smirk ’91 is alive
and well living in NYC with
her husband Tony and teaching in Brooklyn.

ly and getting to know his
older brother Alexander. I’m
doing well working as an
assistant city editor at the
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
newspaper. I’m based in the
Palm Beach County office,
and we live in Ft. Lauderdale.
We miss NYC, but the beach
is a nice consolation.”

C a ro lin e’s g r a n d mo t h er
Elizabeth Caitlin Whitehouse
graduated from Berkeley in
1941.) I stayed in Washington
DC after graduation and
spent two years as a healthcare lobbyist on Capitol Hill.
I am now working in the
development department at
the Georgetown University
Medical Center. I quite like it
but am hoping to look into
business school in the near
future. I’m glad to hear all is
well at Berkeley. One day
soon I’ll really have to come
back and see all of the
improvements I’ve been reading about!”
■ David Singer ’01 is enrolled
in the Yeshiva University
graduate school of psychology.
■ Samuel Nathan ’02 returned
to Berkeley Carroll on April
30, 2008 to speak with stu-
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foreign sovereigns in US federal courts.
■ Karen Goldfarb ’04, “I graduated from Binghamton
University in December 2007
with two bachelors of science,
one in psychobiology and
another in anthropology. My
plan is to go on to graduate
school and study neuroscience. Over the summer of
2008 I took a two-month
road trip visiting every state
in the continental U.S.”

Samuel Nathan

dents and staff at the World
Affairs Breakfast Club about
his work at Google. Sam kept
his audience engaged by discussing Google’s business
model and how it deals with
the political realities of doing
business in China where the
company has to accommodate its host’s wishes in order
to provide any search capability. The audience was especially intrigued by Sam’s
description of Google’s massive server ‘farms’ across the
country that store virtually all
the information that is contained on the internet so that
Google can sort it and provide the fast and accurate
searches for which it is
famous. Google gathers this
information with its own ‘spider’ computers that troll the
internet looking for the most
up-to-date information.
Teachers in attendance
included Cindy Molk, Kathleen
Ellis and Suzanne Fogarty.
■ Pat Herold Nielsen, mother of
Matthew Nielsen ’02 and Judd
Nielsen NG ’04 passed away in
February of this year after an
illness.
■ Anthony Pardo ’02 h a s
moved from the Long Island
based daily newspaper
Newsday where he was a
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(From l to r) Mary Ell
is, Aaron (Jane's fos
ter
brother), Jane and Ath
alie on the sailboat

(From l to r) Jane, Ben and Athalie Laguerre '01,
maid of honor

■ Jane Gambill Brown '01 was married on
June 21, 2008 in Ogunquit, Maine to
Benjamin Brown, a member of the Unites
States Coast Guard. Jane and Ben currently live in Newport, Rhode Island but
move around frequently as Ben's base
changes. They met through a mutual college friend and had lived in Maine (Ben’s

reporter and is now working
for Major League Baseball in
their advertising department.
■ Michelle Dushi ’03, “After
graduating from Vassar
College in May 2007 with a
BA in psychology and Jewish
studies, I now live and work
in NYC. I worked for six
months as the marketing
assistant for the eastern region
of DIRECTV and am now
working for a small strategic
research company in the
Union Square area. I love it!”

home state) for the past few years before
moving to Newport. Mary Ellis, Middle
School French teacher, was in attendance
and Athalie Laguerre ’01 was the maid of
honor. The rehearsal dinner was held on
a sailboat, and Jane said that the day of the
wedding, which was outdoors, was the first
day in a week that it did not rain! Jane is
a professional baker, making wedding
cakes and other treats, which enables her
to stay home and maintain a stable household--and take care of their dog--while Ben
is stationed around the country.

■ Julia Loonin ’03, “I’m currently working at a youth
development non profit in the
Boston area called Tenacity.
We focus on building resiliency and life-skills in inner city
youth through literacy, reading, and free tennis instruction.”
■ Maxim Popov ’03, “I am
back, living, studying, and
working in Bulgaria. I’m actually thinking about coming
back to the US to get a master’s degree.”
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■ Nicholas Renzler ’03 is now
living in Washington DC
where he is a paralegal at the
law firm of Foley Hoag LLP.
Nick graduated from Brown
in 2007. He works in the
firm’s litigation department,
working primarily within the
international litigation and
international practices. He
focuses on state-state disputes in the International
Court of Justice, state-investor
disputes in various investment dispute arbitrations,
and actions brought against

■ Chloe Kroeter ’04 graduated
from Columbia University in
the spring of 2008 with a
major in art history and a
minor in English. At
Columbia Chloe was president of their American Sign
Language club and participated in the ballet. As of fall
2008 she will be attending
the University of Cambridge

in England and will study art
history with the goal of a
master’s degree in philosophy.
Chloe told us, “I will be
working on a thesis about
puzzles and codes in midVictorian painting and living
at King’s College. I didn’t
study abroad in college, so
I’m really looking forward to
having an international experience for grad school.”
■ Jon Scieszka, father of Casey
’02 and Jake ’04, has been
named the country’s first
national ambassador for
young people’s literature by
the librarian of Congress. He
will travel and speak to
groups of children, parents,
and teachers to increase exposure to the importance and
joy of reading. This new position has been created to
respond to declining reading
participation and test scores

■ Maxim Pinkovskiy ’04 was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa and made valedictorian of the
Columbia College class of 2008. He wrote
us, “It goes without saying what a great and
unexpected honor this is, particularly
given the exceptional individuals who
were considered for it. I am greatly moved
that the college has thought of my actions at Columbia as
accomplishments not only in economics but also in the general sphere of human activity. For being able to exercise such
a broad and ecumenical outlook, I will be forever indebted
to the training that I received at Berkeley Carroll.” After applying to multiple graduate schools and being admitted to them
all, Maxim will attend MIT. He states, “MIT has a remarkable and extremely productive professor whose interests are
very similar to mine, their graduate program in economics
is one of the best, if not the best, program in the country
and my close friend from Columbia is there. I was successful in my applications for external fellowships as well. After
a particularly challenging but satisfying interview process, I
have been awarded the Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for
New Americans and have also been awarded a National
Science Foundation grant for graduate study.”

for children. Jon was nominated to the position not
only for the books that he has
authored, including The
Stinky Cheese Man and Other
Fairly Stupid Tales, but also for
his ability to speak and create
connections with his audience. For more information,
p l e a s e g o t o w w w. n y times.com/200.
■ In 2007 Bryan Roberts ’05
moved from Northeastern
U n i v e r s i t y t o S U N Y,
Binghamton. He played varsity baseball at Northeastern
and continues to do so at
Binghamton. He is an economics major and expects to
graduate in 2010.
■ David Shapiro ’05 attends
Washington University and is
in its four-year combined
BA/MA program. He expects
to get his degrees in 2009.
David attended Oxford
University in the UK for his
junior year abroad.
■ Michael Singer ’05 is a senior at Emory University and
is attending the Emory School
of Business.
■ In the fall of 2007 Justin
Bogart ’06 was quoted in a
Boston Globe article about
college students playing in
Quidditch matches, the competitions featured in the Harry
Potter books. The article stated, “Justin Bogart, a 20-yearold Middlebury College sophomore chemistry major from
Brooklyn, New York, who
plays the chaser, was drawn
to Quidditch because of his
love for the Harry Potter
series. But he’s been surprised at how athletic the
game can be. ‘It’s pretty phys-
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ical and competitive,’ he said.”
Go to this web address for
more info www.boston.com/
sports/other_sports/articles/2008/03/29/seven_game_
sweep/?page=1
■ Chloe Lew ’06 is a junior at
George Washington University majoring in international affairs and anthropology. Chloe is very active at
school and is overseeing a
program called “GW Votes,”
www.gwvotes.com, which
aims to register every undergraduate student on campus
to vote and assist them with
absentee ballots for the 2008
presidential election. Chloe
stayed at GWU this past summer where she was an orientation leader in the school’s
Colonial Inauguration
Program for incoming freshmen. Editors note: Chloe is one
of our newest members to the
Berkeley Carroll Alumni
Council.
■ Isabelle McTwigan ’06 was
placed on the spring 2008
Faculty Honors List at Trinity
College. Students who have
demonstrated superior scholarship during the academic
year are nominated for this
distinction.
■ Shereen Bar-Or ’07 spent this
past July in Malawi doing
humanitarian aid as well as
working at an orphanage.
■ During the past school
year Max Goldberg Liu ’07 spent
ten days traveling through
Greece with his professor and
other members of his
Bowdoin College Greek class
and visited a variety of
archaeological sites.
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foreign sovereigns in US federal courts.
■ Karen Goldfarb ’04, “I graduated from Binghamton
University in December 2007
with two bachelors of science,
one in psychobiology and
another in anthropology. My
plan is to go on to graduate
school and study neuroscience. Over the summer of
2008 I took a two-month
road trip visiting every state
in the continental U.S.”

Samuel Nathan

dents and staff at the World
Affairs Breakfast Club about
his work at Google. Sam kept
his audience engaged by discussing Google’s business
model and how it deals with
the political realities of doing
business in China where the
company has to accommodate its host’s wishes in order
to provide any search capability. The audience was especially intrigued by Sam’s
description of Google’s massive server ‘farms’ across the
country that store virtually all
the information that is contained on the internet so that
Google can sort it and provide the fast and accurate
searches for which it is
famous. Google gathers this
information with its own ‘spider’ computers that troll the
internet looking for the most
up-to-date information.
Teachers in attendance
included Cindy Molk, Kathleen
Ellis and Suzanne Fogarty.
■ Pat Herold Nielsen, mother of
Matthew Nielsen ’02 and Judd
Nielsen NG ’04 passed away in
February of this year after an
illness.
■ Anthony Pardo ’02 h a s
moved from the Long Island
based daily newspaper
Newsday where he was a
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■ Jane Gambill Brown '01 was married on
June 21, 2008 in Ogunquit, Maine to
Benjamin Brown, a member of the Unites
States Coast Guard. Jane and Ben currently live in Newport, Rhode Island but
move around frequently as Ben's base
changes. They met through a mutual college friend and had lived in Maine (Ben’s

reporter and is now working
for Major League Baseball in
their advertising department.
■ Michelle Dushi ’03, “After
graduating from Vassar
College in May 2007 with a
BA in psychology and Jewish
studies, I now live and work
in NYC. I worked for six
months as the marketing
assistant for the eastern region
of DIRECTV and am now
working for a small strategic
research company in the
Union Square area. I love it!”

home state) for the past few years before
moving to Newport. Mary Ellis, Middle
School French teacher, was in attendance
and Athalie Laguerre ’01 was the maid of
honor. The rehearsal dinner was held on
a sailboat, and Jane said that the day of the
wedding, which was outdoors, was the first
day in a week that it did not rain! Jane is
a professional baker, making wedding
cakes and other treats, which enables her
to stay home and maintain a stable household--and take care of their dog--while Ben
is stationed around the country.

■ Julia Loonin ’03, “I’m currently working at a youth
development non profit in the
Boston area called Tenacity.
We focus on building resiliency and life-skills in inner city
youth through literacy, reading, and free tennis instruction.”
■ Maxim Popov ’03, “I am
back, living, studying, and
working in Bulgaria. I’m actually thinking about coming
back to the US to get a master’s degree.”
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■ Nicholas Renzler ’03 is now
living in Washington DC
where he is a paralegal at the
law firm of Foley Hoag LLP.
Nick graduated from Brown
in 2007. He works in the
firm’s litigation department,
working primarily within the
international litigation and
international practices. He
focuses on state-state disputes in the International
Court of Justice, state-investor
disputes in various investment dispute arbitrations,
and actions brought against

■ Chloe Kroeter ’04 graduated
from Columbia University in
the spring of 2008 with a
major in art history and a
minor in English. At
Columbia Chloe was president of their American Sign
Language club and participated in the ballet. As of fall
2008 she will be attending
the University of Cambridge

in England and will study art
history with the goal of a
master’s degree in philosophy.
Chloe told us, “I will be
working on a thesis about
puzzles and codes in midVictorian painting and living
at King’s College. I didn’t
study abroad in college, so
I’m really looking forward to
having an international experience for grad school.”
■ Jon Scieszka, father of Casey
’02 and Jake ’04, has been
named the country’s first
national ambassador for
young people’s literature by
the librarian of Congress. He
will travel and speak to
groups of children, parents,
and teachers to increase exposure to the importance and
joy of reading. This new position has been created to
respond to declining reading
participation and test scores

■ Maxim Pinkovskiy ’04 was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa and made valedictorian of the
Columbia College class of 2008. He wrote
us, “It goes without saying what a great and
unexpected honor this is, particularly
given the exceptional individuals who
were considered for it. I am greatly moved
that the college has thought of my actions at Columbia as
accomplishments not only in economics but also in the general sphere of human activity. For being able to exercise such
a broad and ecumenical outlook, I will be forever indebted
to the training that I received at Berkeley Carroll.” After applying to multiple graduate schools and being admitted to them
all, Maxim will attend MIT. He states, “MIT has a remarkable and extremely productive professor whose interests are
very similar to mine, their graduate program in economics
is one of the best, if not the best, program in the country
and my close friend from Columbia is there. I was successful in my applications for external fellowships as well. After
a particularly challenging but satisfying interview process, I
have been awarded the Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for
New Americans and have also been awarded a National
Science Foundation grant for graduate study.”

for children. Jon was nominated to the position not
only for the books that he has
authored, including The
Stinky Cheese Man and Other
Fairly Stupid Tales, but also for
his ability to speak and create
connections with his audience. For more information,
p l e a s e g o t o w w w. n y times.com/200.
■ In 2007 Bryan Roberts ’05
moved from Northeastern
U n i v e r s i t y t o S U N Y,
Binghamton. He played varsity baseball at Northeastern
and continues to do so at
Binghamton. He is an economics major and expects to
graduate in 2010.
■ David Shapiro ’05 attends
Washington University and is
in its four-year combined
BA/MA program. He expects
to get his degrees in 2009.
David attended Oxford
University in the UK for his
junior year abroad.
■ Michael Singer ’05 is a senior at Emory University and
is attending the Emory School
of Business.
■ In the fall of 2007 Justin
Bogart ’06 was quoted in a
Boston Globe article about
college students playing in
Quidditch matches, the competitions featured in the Harry
Potter books. The article stated, “Justin Bogart, a 20-yearold Middlebury College sophomore chemistry major from
Brooklyn, New York, who
plays the chaser, was drawn
to Quidditch because of his
love for the Harry Potter
series. But he’s been surprised at how athletic the
game can be. ‘It’s pretty phys-
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ical and competitive,’ he said.”
Go to this web address for
more info www.boston.com/
sports/other_sports/articles/2008/03/29/seven_game_
sweep/?page=1
■ Chloe Lew ’06 is a junior at
George Washington University majoring in international affairs and anthropology. Chloe is very active at
school and is overseeing a
program called “GW Votes,”
www.gwvotes.com, which
aims to register every undergraduate student on campus
to vote and assist them with
absentee ballots for the 2008
presidential election. Chloe
stayed at GWU this past summer where she was an orientation leader in the school’s
Colonial Inauguration
Program for incoming freshmen. Editors note: Chloe is one
of our newest members to the
Berkeley Carroll Alumni
Council.
■ Isabelle McTwigan ’06 was
placed on the spring 2008
Faculty Honors List at Trinity
College. Students who have
demonstrated superior scholarship during the academic
year are nominated for this
distinction.
■ Shereen Bar-Or ’07 spent this
past July in Malawi doing
humanitarian aid as well as
working at an orphanage.
■ During the past school
year Max Goldberg Liu ’07 spent
ten days traveling through
Greece with his professor and
other members of his
Bowdoin College Greek class
and visited a variety of
archaeological sites.
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DEATHS IN THE BERKELEY CARROLL FAMILY
■ Gladys Linton Brock ’35 passed away on January
8, 2003 in East Montpelier, Vermont where she
had lived for many years.
■ Marilyn Sugden Sturgis ’39 of North Chatham,
Massachusetts, died after a brief illness on January
23, 2008 at her daughter’s home in Duxbury,
Massachusetts. She was 87 years old. Marilyn will
be most fondly remembered by family and
friends for her kindness, grace, devotion,
and generous spirit. She
was the cornerstone of
the family and provided a warm and welcome haven to all those
she held dear. She had
a gift to adopt and
embrace new friends in
her community. The
motto she lived by was “carpe diem.” Born on Aug.
11, 1921, she was raised by her aunt and uncle
Ida and Arthur Robinson in Forest Hills, New
York. She graduated from Bradford Junior College
and Oberlin College, class of 1943. Marilyn
taught kindergarten and coached sports at St.
Agnes School in Albany, New York and Green Vale
School in Glen Head, New York. She was married for 32 years and she and husband Robert
raised their family in Woodbury, New Jersey, and
Greenwich, Connecticut. In 1982, she retired to
the family’s summer home in North Chatham,
Massachusetts, where she lived for the remainder
of her life. She is survived by her son and daughter-in-law, Robert and Susan Sturgis, of Sugarland,
Texas and grandchildren Roman, Lindsley, Trevor
and Callum, her daughter Kate Sturgis and her
husband Robert Mustard, Jr. and granddaughter
Cameron Burnham, and her daughter and son-inlaw Joan and Paul Parsons and grandchildren Sarah
and Tyler.

34

■ Constance “Connie” Kellner
Livingston ’40 died in January
2008 of cancer in New
Rochelle, New York. Constance
was a nationally recognized
artist whose work was shown in
over 100 group and one-person
exhibitions around the US and
overseas. She also was awarded over 50 prizes for her work, and her work hangs
in many private and corporate art collections.
Connie was a woman of great energy, humor, and
intelligence.
■ Virginia Chardavoyne Corwin ’41 passed away at her
home in Williamsburg, Virginia, on April 14, 2008.
She is survived by her two sons, a daughter, and
two step-daughters. Hers was a life of service and
accomplishment. She was a pioneer in the advocacy movement for learning disabled students and
is credited with introducing the word ‘dyslexia’ to
the Arlington, Virginia County Public Schools. Once
her youngest child graduated from high school,
Virginia and her husband, Gilbert (deceased),
became interested in genealogy, spending numerous hours volunteering at the National Genealogical
Society’s library. With a family friend, they were
instrumental in establishing one of the first users
groups specializing in computer-based genealogy
research. She was also an active member of the DAR
and held a number of offices in her Falls Church,
Virginia, chapter.
■ Hazel Walls Nowak ’44 passed away in July 2007
after a long illness. She is survived by her son,
Donald.

sense of humor, and outspokeness. She was an avid
bridge player and devoted wife, mother, and friend,
who used to enjoy travel, tennis, and skiing. She is
survived by her husband, Bill, of 53 years; her two
children, W. Drake Roberts Jr. of Sewickley, and
Caroline Roberts Wentling and her husband, Tom,
of Pittsburgh; her grandchildren, Caroline Gilman
Wentling, Margaret Graham Roberts,
and Thomas Lynch Wentling III.
■ Sue Mirkin Gray ’50 passed away on
April 23, 2008 in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, after battling ovarian cancer for
seven years. After graduating from
Berkeley, Sue studied art at Skidmore
College and New York University. With
her life partner and fellow artist, Steven
Baumann, Sue lived in a remote fishing village in southern Spain for 15
years painting and learning about the
native culture and landscape. Her
Spanish home had an inescapable influence on her work and her images. Susan and Steven
frequently exhibited in two person shows and
painted together on a single canvas. Susan is
mourned by her partner Steven, mother Clara
Mirkin, son Jonathan, daughter Melissa and her sister Naomi.
■ Linda Davis Cirino ’58 passed away on June 27, 2007
after battling with cancer. Linda was a writer and
community leader and was married to Antonio
Cirino. She is survived by her children Paul, Mark,
Donna and Kristen, her sisters Donna and Jessica,
and by her grandson Alexander Harold Cirino.

✜

■ Caroline Moody Roberts ’49 of Sewickley,
Pennsylvania died on March 21, 2008, from
emphysema. After leaving Berkeley where she
was president of the Student Association, Caroline
attended Sweet Briar College in Virginia, where she
was president of the Aints and Asses, the college’s
humor society. Caroline was known for her laugh,
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in many private and corporate art collections.
Connie was a woman of great energy, humor, and
intelligence.
■ Virginia Chardavoyne Corwin ’41 passed away at her
home in Williamsburg, Virginia, on April 14, 2008.
She is survived by her two sons, a daughter, and
two step-daughters. Hers was a life of service and
accomplishment. She was a pioneer in the advocacy movement for learning disabled students and
is credited with introducing the word ‘dyslexia’ to
the Arlington, Virginia County Public Schools. Once
her youngest child graduated from high school,
Virginia and her husband, Gilbert (deceased),
became interested in genealogy, spending numerous hours volunteering at the National Genealogical
Society’s library. With a family friend, they were
instrumental in establishing one of the first users
groups specializing in computer-based genealogy
research. She was also an active member of the DAR
and held a number of offices in her Falls Church,
Virginia, chapter.
■ Hazel Walls Nowak ’44 passed away in July 2007
after a long illness. She is survived by her son,
Donald.

sense of humor, and outspokeness. She was an avid
bridge player and devoted wife, mother, and friend,
who used to enjoy travel, tennis, and skiing. She is
survived by her husband, Bill, of 53 years; her two
children, W. Drake Roberts Jr. of Sewickley, and
Caroline Roberts Wentling and her husband, Tom,
of Pittsburgh; her grandchildren, Caroline Gilman
Wentling, Margaret Graham Roberts,
and Thomas Lynch Wentling III.
■ Sue Mirkin Gray ’50 passed away on
April 23, 2008 in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, after battling ovarian cancer for
seven years. After graduating from
Berkeley, Sue studied art at Skidmore
College and New York University. With
her life partner and fellow artist, Steven
Baumann, Sue lived in a remote fishing village in southern Spain for 15
years painting and learning about the
native culture and landscape. Her
Spanish home had an inescapable influence on her work and her images. Susan and Steven
frequently exhibited in two person shows and
painted together on a single canvas. Susan is
mourned by her partner Steven, mother Clara
Mirkin, son Jonathan, daughter Melissa and her sister Naomi.
■ Linda Davis Cirino ’58 passed away on June 27, 2007
after battling with cancer. Linda was a writer and
community leader and was married to Antonio
Cirino. She is survived by her children Paul, Mark,
Donna and Kristen, her sisters Donna and Jessica,
and by her grandson Alexander Harold Cirino.

✜

■ Caroline Moody Roberts ’49 of Sewickley,
Pennsylvania died on March 21, 2008, from
emphysema. After leaving Berkeley where she
was president of the Student Association, Caroline
attended Sweet Briar College in Virginia, where she
was president of the Aints and Asses, the college’s
humor society. Caroline was known for her laugh,
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Berkeley Carroll Reunion
April 2008
Returning to 181 Lincoln Place always stirs
up fond memories of days at Berkeley: childhood friends, teachers, field hockey in
Prospect Park, running up and down the
“Grand Staircase" between classes as well as
“gobs" of homework each night. This past
April I was able to attend reunion and to see for myself some
very exciting things that are happening at BC today since I
graduated in 1950. What are the earmarks of a successful
school? A dedicated faculty, quality programs, successful
alumni, and a fine reputation among private schools. Berkeley
seems to excel in these areas very well.
I was pleased to have the opportunity to spend time chatting with several administrators and teachers. Head of School
Robert Vitalo’s energy and enthusiasm for Berkeley is apparent. His determination and obvious success in providing
quality education for all students is reflected in the long waiting list for acceptance.
Jim Shapiro, Director of the Middle School, offered a
workshop on Philip Zimbardo’s book, The Lucifer Effect. The
group had a lively discussion that was most thought provoking. Incidentally, Mr. Shapiro mentioned that one of his goals

✜
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reunion

weekend
36
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is to train students in the art of public speaking. A skill each
of us could benefit from.
We also heard from the new Development Director who
is responsible for keeping BC’s scholarship programs and
faculty compensations ahead of the game. As he stated,
alumni participation in the Annual Fund is critical for maintaining effective school programs. Alumni Council President,
Scott Brewster ’90, agreed with the importance of Alumni
involvement and urged Alums to keep engaged in Berkeley’s
growth. It was a treat to see former Headmistress Bongsoon
Zubay receive the honor of having the new Athletic Center
on President Street named for her. She must feel very gratified in Berkeley Carroll’s progress as she was responsible in
part for the merger with the Carroll Street School.
Reunions are really about the past so what makes so many
of us feel drawn to return to our alma mater? In addition to
catching up with classmates, reunions give us a chance to
hear about the accomplishments of Berkeley’s graduates. This
year’s recipient of the Outstanding Alumni Service Award
went to Janet Rubensohn Lieberman, Class of ’39. Her
creative and successful efforts to provide high school
programs for at-risk teens to encourage them to graduate and
move on to college has won her much public acclaim. Janet
attributed her dedication to young people’s education was
partly a result of what Berkeley instilled in her.
This year we were also privileged to view outstanding art
work done by the students, attend a rehearsal of Once Upon
a Mattress, and watch a spectacular dance program. Dancer
Zoe Klein ’97 and her partner Dave Paris were graceful,
acrobatic performers and left all of us amazed at their agility.
Choreographer Pia Murray ’01 presented dances she adapted
from Africa. Her credentials in the dance world are outstanding.
I’ve been out of Berkeley for over 50 years but still have a
great deal of admiration and respect for the school as well as
many fond memories of my student years. 181 Lincoln Place
opened its doors in 1886 — 122 years ago. And, for the
past 25 years as the Berkeley Carroll School, it remains a
vital and caring institution. It is satisfying to know how our
once small school for girls has evolved, expanded and adapted its curriculum to meet the needs of our more complicated world today.
It was a lovely day. I am so glad I went to Reunion 2008.
Hope to see you next year. ✜
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Life-long friendships
An extraordinary education
Exceptional teachers
Wonderful memories
The desire to make all of this possible
for the next generation
A gift of a bequest
A gift of life insurance
A gift of real estate
A gift from which you receive income
such as a Charitable Remainder Trust,
Pooled Income Fund, or an Annuity
A Charitable Lead Trust

For more information:

718-789-6060
advancement@berkeleycarroll.org
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